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The systems currently available for forest road design are not capable of

making computer-aided design judgments such as: 1) automated generation of

alternative grade lines, 2) optimizing vertical alignment, 3) minimizing total cost of

construction, maintenance, and transportation costs, and 4) aiming for least

environmental impacts. In recent years, advances in the processing speed and real-

time rendering and viewing of high-resolution three dimensional (3D) graphics on

microcomputers, combined with improved resolution in mapping technologies have

made it possible to locate a route interactively between two given points on a 3D

display of a ground surface. A 3D forest road alignment model, TRACER, aided by

an interactive computer system, was developed to help a designer with rapid

evaluation of alternatives. The road design objective is to design a path with the



lowest total construction, maintenance, and transportation costs, while conforming to

design specifications, environmental requirements, and driver safety.

The model relies on a high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM) to

provide terrain data for supporting the analysis of road design features such as ground

slope, topographic aspect, and other landform characteristics. Light Detection and

Ranging (LIDAR) system is one of the systems that provide high-resolution and

accurate DEM data. The contributions of the TRACER program are: (1) data input is

enhanced through a 3D graphic interface, (2) user efficiency is enhanced through

automated horizontal and vertical curve fitting routines, cross section generation, and

cost routines for construction, maintenance, and vehicle use, (3) road feasibility is

ensured by considering terrain conditions, geometric specifications, and driver safety,

(4) design time is reduced in the early stage of the forest road design by allowing the

designer to quickly examine alternative routes, (5) economic efficiency is enhanced

by combining modern optimization techniques to minimize earthwork allocation cost

using linear programming and to optimize vertical alignment using a heuristic

technique (Simulated Annealing), and (6) environmental impacts are considered by

estimating the average annual volume of sediment delivered to a stream from the road

section. It is anticipated that the computer-aided analysis of route selection will

improve the efficiency of road designers in identifying road alignment alternatives

that are best suited to local conditions considering costs, environmental impacts, and

driver safety.
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Minimizing Total Cost of Construction, Maintenance, and Transportation Costs
with Computer-Aided Forest Road Design

Chapter 1

Introduction

The main factors determining the location of a road are construction and

maintenance costs, transportation costs, environmental requirements, and driver

safety. A designer has to carefully determine a route with the lowest construction,

maintenance, and transportation costs while conforming to protection of soil and

water resources, and providing driver safety. For low volume forest roads in

mountainous terrain, construction and maintenance are the largest cost components

(Pearce, 1974). Transportation cost is also a factor and varies with truck performance

and equipment costs, as well as road gradient and curvature.

Traditional manual methods of road design analysis depend upon a designer's

intuition and judgment. Computers have been used in forest road design since the

1960's, but have largely been applied to automate the computational tasks of

earthwork calculation and computer aided drafting. The mass diagram is employed to

balance the required quantities of cut and fill.

The systems currently available for forest road design are not intended to

make computer-aided design judgments such as generation of alternative grade lines,

best fitting vertical alignment for minimizing earthwork, minimizing the total cost of

construction, maintenance, and transportation, and aiming for the least environmental
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impact. They are generally used as a tool to make the mathematical calculations

required to do basic manual road design. Since the manual method is "trial-and-error"

and there are many possible alignments, it is highly conceivable that the manual

design might not yield the best result. In many cases, data input is cumbersome in

current programs. The road designer must enter many set-up parameters and input

traverse notes into the related modules.

After entering the survey data and design parameters, some programs

manipulate geometric road design and earthwork balance calculations by allowing the

designer to work in plan, profile or cross section view simultaneously, using a visual

display screen (RoadEng, 2002 and Lumberjack, 1995). However, the designer has to

make these manipulations in such a way that all the constraints of horizontal and

vertical alignments are satisfied, which can be very time consuming. The designer has

to examine a number of alternatives to be sure that the final route location is

"reasonably" cost effective among the infinite number of alternative grade lines.

In recent years, advances in the processing speed and real-time rendering and

viewing of high-resolution three dimensional (3D) graphics on microcomputers have

made it possible to locate a route interactively on a 3D display of a ground surface

generated by a high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM). LIDAR (Light

Detection and Ranging) is one of the fastest growing systems that provide high-

resolution and accurate DEMs. The accuracy of each point on the ground is

approximately 15 cm in the vertical, and 1.0 meter in the horizontal (Ahmed et al.

2000).
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A three-dimensional forest road alignment optimization model, TRACER,

aided by an interactive computer system, was developed to help the designer with

rapid evaluation of alternatives for the most economical path selection problem. The

objective is to locate a path with the lowest sum of construction, and future

maintenance and transportation costs, while conforming to design specifications,

environmental requirements, and providing driver safety. The designer generates the

alternative road alignments by tracing the possible paths using computer cursor on a

3D image of the terrain. The model relies on a digital elevation model (DEM) to

provide terrain data for supporting the analysis of road design features such as ground

slope, topographic aspect, and other landform characteristics used during the

development of the forest road design.

The model has three stages. The first stage involves the road designer

generating a trial route between two given points by establishing a series of

intersection points on the 3D image of the terrain, subject to a wide range of

geometric specifications and environmental requirements. The geometric

specifications are maximum allowable road grade, minimum radius of the horizontal

curves, minimum length of the vertical curves, minimum distance between curves,

and minimum safe stopping distance for driver safety. It is also required that

horizontal and vertical curves do not overlap each other. The environmental

requirements include minimum allowable road grade and rolling road grades to

provide proper drainage, minimum distance from riparian zones to protect stream



channels, minimum stream-crossing angle to reduce damage to riparian zones, and

maximum height of cuts and fills at any section to reduce potential soil movement.

In the second stage, the model generates the horizontal and a preliminary

vertical alignment by locating station points between the intersection points that were

established in the first stage. The model locates the cross sections, computes

earthwork volumes between stations using the average end-area technique, minimizes

earthwork costs using a linear programming (LP) formulation, computes total cost of

the road section including construction, maintenance and transportation costs, and

estimates the average annual volume of sediment delivered to a stream from the road

section, using the method of a GIS-based road erosion/delivery model.

In the third stage, the model adjusts the vertical alignment to find the lowest

total cost. This is accomplished using a combinatorial optimization technique

(Simulated Annealing) to select the best vertical alignment that minimizes the sum of

construction, maintenance and transportation costs considering technically feasible

grades within the specified elevation ranges of the intersection points of the vertical

alignment. For each trial vertical alignment, the model calculates cross sections,

earthwork volumes, and sediment delivery, and minimizes earthwork costs using LP.

The model presented here has the advantages of providing a good quality/near

optimum solution, and it is easily applied by the forest engineer. By incorporating

modern computer software languages with displaying and rendering high-resolution

2D and 3D images of the terrain in real-time, and using GIS technologies and

optimization techniques, a forest road designer can quickly evaluate alternatives and
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design a path with the approximately lowest total cost considering construction and

future maintenance and transportation costs, while conforming to design

specifications, environmental requirements, and providing driver safety.

This dissertation is presented in manuscript format with three papers to be

submitted to professional engineering journals or conference proceedings. As such,

some repetition of subject matter is inevitable. The chapter headings are

Introduction: Presents the objective and scope of the thesis.

Manuscript 1: Can An Expert Design System Help Forest Road Design

and Construction? This synthesizes the methods that are currently

available for road design and construction, and investigates if a decision

support system may help forest road designers.

Manuscript 2: A Method for Minimizing Construction, Maintenance, and

Transportation Costs with Computer-Aided Forest Road Design. This

covers the methodology behind TRACER and summarizes the results of

its application.

Manuscript 3: Applying The Decision Support System, TRACER, to

Forest Road Design. This presents the features of the TRACER and the

application of the program.

Conclusions: Summarizes the entire thesis and presents recommendations

for implementation and further development.

Bibliography
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Abstract

Advances in the processing speed of microcomputers have increased interest

in computer-aided design systems employing modem optimization techniques to

provide rapid evaluation of road alignments in a more systematic manner than

traditional manual methods. Such systems are available to designers in the field of

highway engineering. However, current forest road design systems are incapable of

making computer-aided design judgments such as automated generation of alternative

grade lines, minimizing total costs, and aiming for least environmental impacts. They

are generally used as a tool to make the mathematical calculations required to do

basic manual road design. In this study, optimal route location systems currently

available for highway design were synthesized. A 3D forest road alignment model,

TRACER, was developed to help a forest road designer with quick evaluation of

alternatives and to design a path with the lowest total cost considering construction

and future maintenance and transportation costs, while conforming to design

specifications, environmental requirements, and driver safety. This paper synthesizes

the optimal route location systems in highway design and demonstrates how

TRACER might help a forest road designer determine horizontal and vertical road

alignments considering all of costs and impacts simultaneously.
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Introduction

The design of a road between two end points of known locations and

elevations is a complex problem that must consider economic and environmental

factors. The designer has to carefully determine a route with the lowest sum of

construction, and future maintenance and transportation costs while protecting soil

and water resources. Road construction is a significant portion of the total cost of

harvesting the timber and transporting them from stump to the mills. The major cost

component in the construction of a road is the earthwork cost involved in establishing

the position of the roadway.

There has been increasing interest in computer-aided analysis of route

selection, as it could lead to considerable time savings in road design. Road design

analysis by computer also provides quick evaluation of alternatives in a more

systematic manner than traditional manual methods. Many systems using

optimization techniques have been developed for optimal route location in the field of

highway design. There are no optimization techniques applied in forest road

construction. The fundamental route location problem of finding the best or optimum

path between two points as a function of physical, economical, and environmental

factors, normally involves similar stages for both highways and forest roads. The

objective of this paper is to provide a synthesis of the optimal route location systems

that are currently available for highway design and to investigate if a decision support

system, TRACER, might help a forest road designer determine the best route between
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two chosen points that minimizes the total cost of construction plus the future cost of

maintaining and using the road.

Highway Design Systems

Route location is one of the major decisions in road design to minimize total

cost. There are an infinite number of possible combinations of line and grade to

connect two given points on a surface. In order to be sure that designer's final route

location is the most cost effective one with minimum environmental damage, the

designer has to examine many alternatives. Such a problem with many solutions can

be solved using one of the optimization techniques that systematically search for the

solution with minimum cost among the acceptable solutions. Cost of the earthmoving

operation has a significant effect on the total costs and productivity of an entire road

design project. The following discussion is divided into two sections. The first section

summarizes roadway design systems and the second section focuses specifically on

earthwork allocation methods.

Roadway Design

Roberts (1957) developed a computer-aided system that integrated

photogrammetric methods and air photo analysis techniques with the rapidly

advancing microcomputers to solve the optimal highway location problem. As the

problem became increasingly complex, he suggested dividing highway costs into

components that affect the location and analyze these components separately. Some

of the more important cost components were land cost, earthwork, traffic design, and

soil and hydrological conditions. For each cost component, the system generated a set
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of base maps, rasterized with an appropriate grid size, and converted to unit costmaps

containing isolines of equal cost. At the final stage, all the unit cost maps were added

to generate the final economic surface model of the study area. The total highway

cost between two known locations was computed based on the area under the line

connecting these two locations. The best highway location was the minimum cost

path through this cost model.

To locate a road in rough terrain, a smooth (average) terrain model was

developed by taking the mean elevation of the actual terrain model, which was

subdivided into square zones. The arithmetic difference between the actual terrain

elevation and smoothed elevation was used to calculate earthwork, positive difference

being cut and negative difference being fill (Figure 2.1). This model, using a

z
A

Fill Height

Stations

Figure 2.1. Profile View of the Highway Section.

Actual Terrain

/
Smoothed Terrain
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simplified cost model, was limited when the terrain is mountainous since the costs

also depend on the direction of the highway. The minimum cost path should be

calculated considering not only the cost of putting a highway at a certain terrain point,

but also the direction. Therefore, this model can be used only in the early stages of the

route location procedure. However, it was probably the earliest important study using

a computer-aided system to locate the best route with minimum cost.

In 1964, Gladding suggested combining earthwork estimation with shortest path

techniques and developed the Terrain Algorithm System (TAS). It was an extension

of Roberts' (1957) cost model, except the cost of putting a highway at each terrain

point was based on both the cost and the direction of the highway. The model first

generates the terrain model using square grids (Figure 2.2) with respect to the

baseline, then, smoothes the terrain in four directions by evaluating the current grid

under consideration and three grids to each side of current grid.

Alternative highway alignments were generated to minimize total cost. The

model computed the total cost based on construction, user, and maintenance costs. To

find the minimum cost path between two known locations, the model generates the

economic relief model by considering cost in four directions at each grid cell.

This model was developed to assist the engineer by searching and generating

alternative alignments automatically. The limitation of the model was that the

maximum grade requirements were not directly considered in developing the

smoothed terrain model. Even though grade control was not addressed, TAS was the

first model combining cut and fill estimates with a shortest path technique.
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Figure 2.2.Chematic diagram of a terrain on a square grid.

Turner (1968) developed the Generalized Computer Aided Route Selection

(GCARS) system to generate a series of ranked alternatives using minimum path

analysis techniques. The model included three main procedures: (1) data preparation;

(2) search for alternative paths; and (3) selection of the best route with the lowest

cost. Alternative paths were located based on physical and socioeconomic constraints,

called highway location factors. There were two sets of factors: route-independent

factors (topography, soil, geology, land use etc.) and route-dependent factors (user

costs, socioeconomic considerations, aesthetic factors etc.). Once a preliminary set of

12
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alternative locations was developed using the first set of factors, the second set of

factors was used to modify the preliminary alternative to generate a final set of

alternatives.

For each factor, the available data were collected and converted into formats

that were acceptable by the computer systems. The model used topographic maps,

engineering soils maps, and aerial photography to measure the earthwork cost factor,

surface cost factors and land use data, respectively. A unique smoothed surface was

constructed for each cost factor, which was assigned to each square search grid using

standard regression techniques. Then, the model generated a combined surface by

sunmiing all the individual surfaces for each factor. Using minimum path analysis

techniques, a series of alternative route alignments were generated automatically.

After determining the alternatives, the selection of the best route was done by the

designer. The outputs from the model included cost maps, each indicating a particular

cost factor.

Turner's model provided the best route location as a shortest path upon the

grid. However, the grades of the road still did not satisfy the road grade requirements

and highway direction was determined by ground slope without explicit consideration

of construction cost.

To locate a highway route, Howard et al. (1968) suggested the optimum

curvature principle (OCP) that optimized the specified criteria including cut-and-fill,

right-of-way, construction cost, maintenance cost, and user's cost. In this study, each

criterion was defined by the term of a function, which was determined using a bicubic
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spline interpolation technique. The OCP used the logarithmic directional derivative of

the criterion function perpendicular to the highway route to generate the curvature of

an optimum highway location. Even though it was for practical applications, the OCP

with more accurate data had a great potential to provide the engineer with an

optimum route location in less time and at less cost.

In 1969, O'Brien and Bennett proposed the Optimal Rural Highway Location

system (POTLOC) using dynamic programming with a 3D search grid to solve the

problem of minimizing construction, maintenance, and users' costs, subject to

specified constraints including grades, curvature and location. The inputs to the

POTLOC system were divided into two groups: network dependent inputs (design

standards, traffic volume, budgetary constraints etc.) and link dependent inputs

(terrain data, location constraints, and user costs).

To reduce the infinite number of feasible routes to finite proportions,

alternative horizontal and vertical alignments within bands of interest were located

using 3D grids. The resolution of the grids, reflected by density and accuracy of the

terrain model, was kept small enough to detect the optimum route. On the other hand,

the resolution could not be too small since the computational time and expense

increases with the number of grid cells. After identifying the set of alternative routes

within a band of interest (Figure 2.3), dynamic programming was applied to establish

the optimal route with the minimum costs. In this system, roadway line and grade

alternatives were controlled for both horizontal and vertical curvature.



Figure 2.3. Alternative Routes Within Alternative Bands of Interest.

Nicholson (1974) proposed an improvement by developing two computer

programs that simultaneously searched for optimization of horizontal and vertical

alignments. The first program, Extremal Field Method of Optimal Route Location

(EFMORL), used dynamic programming to determine a band of interests within a

feasible area. Once the coordinate system and the end points of the route were located

15
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within the feasible area, the route was divided into N number of stages. The ground

surface was represented by a limited number of grid points in order to make the

program possible to evaluate a large number of alternatives without exceeding the

computer storage capacity. However, this decreases the efficiency of the program in

the case of steep or broken ground.

The second program, Variational Calculus Method of Optimal Route Location

(VCMORL), was used to produce the optimum alignment, which minimized the total

costs of constructing and using a road. The application of the model to a real problem

indicated this model was superior to the traditional approach for determining route

location. However, the method could not easily deal with curvature limitations and

gradient change since the constraints on the permitted horizontal or vertical curvature

restricted the change of route direction at any stage.

Parker (1977) also used a two-stage approach to select the optimal path that

minimizes the construction costs and satisfies the grade constraints anywhere on this

path. Linear programming was used to select a smooth surface covering the area of

interest that minimized the total earthwork costs. In order to compute the construction

cost, the area was subdivided into square zones and the differences between the

elevations of the selected surface and the original ground were computed for each

zone. The output from the first step plus a user-specified number of desired

alternatives were the inputs to the second stage. The second stage used the multiple-

path selection program to determine the location of the optimal path on the selected

surface that has the minimum cost. Parker used a square search grid similar to
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Turner's method. The selection program consisted of a shortest path algorithm

(Whiting and Hillier, 1960) and next-best path approach (Hoffman and Pavley, 1959).

After a number of applications of this method to an actual route location project,

results indicated that it was certainly a quicker way to search for alternative route

locations than the present manual approaches. In this model, users' costs were not

calculated.

Goh et al. (1988) compared a dynamic programming with a state

parameterization model to solve the three-dimensional highway location problem. To

minimize the sum of certain predefined cost items, the method selected an optimal

vertical profile between two given end points of known locations, once horizontal

alignment was predetermined and fixed. The cost items considered in the methods

were pavement costs, land usage costs, vehicle operating costs, and earthwork costs.

The dynamic progranmiing and state parameterization models were applied to a

numerical example to compare their performances.

In the dynamic programming approach, the highway section was subdivided

into stages. Rectangular grids were used to cover the cross sections along the central

axis. "IV" number of vertical grid lines were drawn to subdivide the grids into

uniformly spaced rectangular elements. The highway profile was then approximated

by a series of linear segments connecting grid points from the start point to end point

of the road. Finally, the problem was solved by minimizing sum of the construction

costs. To ensure safe and smooth traffic movement, the vertical alignment was

selected subject to maximum gradient control, curvature requirements, and control
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points with fixed levels. The dynamic programming model was limited by computer

memory capacity for the two-dimensional problem. Therefore, it was even more

difficult to apply dynamic programming for solving a three-dimensional problem due

to the significant increase in memory requirements as well as computation time.

In the state parametrization model total construction cost of the highway

section was expressed as a continuous function y(x), thus formulated as a calculus of

variation problem. The road profile was approximated as a series of cubic spline

functions to transform the functional optimization problem into a constrained

mathematical programming problem. Since a certain degree of smoothness was

necessary for satisfying the gradient constraints, the parameterization of y(x) was

followed by its first and second derivatives. The results of the numerical example

indicated that the state parametrization model had better flexibility to solve a three-

dimensional problem, while the dynamic programming method was superior in terms

of ease of formulation and computational CPU time.

Chew et al. (1989) developed a Continuous State Parameterization Model, a

follow-up to the study of Goh et al (1988), to solve a three-dimensional highway

alignment problem. The optimum profile is determined by locating the optimal

horizontal and vertical alignment simultaneously while satisfying constraints such as

road grade, curvature, and inaccessible regions. A Cartesian coordinate system was

used to represent the road profile and the ground profile by a continuous function.

The ground profile was approximated as a series of right angle planar triangular

surfaces. The vertical coordinates of the ground elevation was a function of its x and
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y coordinates on the horizontal plane. The optimization program was applied to

perform an optimal vertical and horizontal alignment analysis simultaneously. The

results indicated that the model was satisfactory in solving practical problems. To

generate a good solution in a reasonable computation time, a scaling technique for

choosing dimension variables was also proposed in this study. However, for large

problems where there is no chance of selecting the initial values of these variables;

the designer had to rely on accumulated experience.

Earthwork Allocation

To minimize the earthmoving cost involved in excavating soil from various

cut areas and hauling it to various areas for fill and compaction, the cut and fill

quantities of soil must be distributed in the most economical combination. The

decision variables in earthmoving operations are the cut and fill quantities at various

locations, distance between these locations, soil characteristics, and the unit costs for

excavation, haul, and embankment.

Several methods have been developed for earthwork allocation. The mass

diagram method, introduced by Hickerson (1964), has been used to determine the

minimum amount of haul, direction of the haul, and minimum economic distribution

of earthwork. It assumes that the haul costs are directly proportional to the distance

traveled. A mass diagram is a continuous curve illustrating the cumulative volume of

the earth from an initial station to any succeeding station. The points on the curve are

plotted with reference to a horizontal scale of distance and a vertical scale of the

accumulated earthwork along the centerline of the project (Figure 2.4).
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represent the fill quantities exceeding cut quantities, whereas increasing lines indicate

the opposite. The area between the balance line and the mass curve indicates the total

volume of material moved a given distance (m3-km). Hauling the material within a

certain distance is called "free haul", when it is moved with no extra cost above the

excavation cost. The rest of the hauling, which is beyond the free haul distance limits

is called "overhaul". The cut and fill quantities are balanced using estimated

shrinkage or swell factors before accumulating them in the mass curve.

The disadvantage of this procedure is that all overhaul materials and waste

and borrow quantities have to be readjusted before cost analysis, unless the entire

road section has only one adjustment factor. Also, based on the detailed investigations

made in several studies, the usefulness of the mass diagram is decreased where

hauling costs are not linearly proportional to the hauling distance, soil characteristics

vary along the roadway, and additional quantities of material are required to be

borrowed from borrow areas or wasted at landfill areas. The main variables in

earthmoving operations can be estimated before the excavation of the earthwork.

Therefore, various optimization models have been developed for the earthwork

allocation problem to overcome the limitations of the mass diagram and improve the

accuracy of the estimates. The following discussion focuses on the syntheses of these

models.

Willonbrock (1972) suggested a method to determine the optimal selection of

the equipment fleet that minimizes the costs of the earth moving operation. A

computer simulation program was generated for an experimental project where a
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loader and a fleet of earth moving trucks were analyzed. The cycle time of the

operation consisted of two groups of activities: (1) loading time including excavation

and loading and (2) travel time including hauling, dumping, spreading, and returning

to loader. In this method, the variation associated with each of the activities in a cycle

and the interaction delays between loader and trucks were considered to generate a

more accurate simulation of reality. A simple example problem was solved to test the

productivity of the method. The results indicated that the rate of increase in

production for the system was non-linear as more trucks were added to the system

due to extra time spent in the waiting line at the loader. Since the cost of the

earthmoving operation is the main factor in the overall highway construction project,

this method provided the estimators with an accurate simulation of the operation.

Trypia (1979) developed a mixed-integer programming model to minimize the

total construction cost subject to certain conditions, including desired gradient for

keeping the road grade between acceptable limits and the required road elevation for

minimizing the earthwork at specified road points. The density of the search grid

points along the road section was determined by the designer based on the type of

terrain. At any specified ground point (i), the cost functions of filling (C11) and

excavation (C2) were fonnulated based on the terrain conditions, type of machinery

and equipment used. In the model, the road elevation (r1) was equal to h1 + xj - Xi2

where h was the ground elevation and Xi2 and xj were the cut and fill heights,

respectively. xj and Xi2 were limited by the upper (u1) and lower limits (ii). A binary

variable (6) was used to assign the section as either cut or fill at a specified point. The
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gradient constraint was introduced into the program by using the road elevations of

two consecutive points (Equation 1), the distance between these two points (di), and

the maximum acceptable road gradient (s).

Ir+i - r4Id 1.

Then, the objective function of minimizing the total cost (Z) was formulated as

follows:

Mm Z = ) (CilXil + Ci2Xi2) 2.

Subject to:

xii u18

Xj2 l(1-5)

X1, Xj2

8E(0,1) 3.

where ci and c2 are the unit cost of filling and excavation, respectively. Once the

horizontal alignment of a road has been determined, the model provided a preliminary

vertical alignment solution to find the road elevations at the specified points using a

simple form of optimization technique that provided a designer with a good decision

making tool.

To optimize the earthwork allocation cost, the technique of transportation

model analysis from operations research was developed by Nandgaonkar (1981). The

transportation model was formulated as a linear optimization model, in which the

objective was to minimize the sum of the costs of moving earth from cut sections to
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fill sections and disposal sites. Using the amount of cut, X, from cut section ito fill

sectionj, and the unit hauling cost, Cj, the objective function was stated as follows:

Mm z = c11x11 4.

Subject to (Equations 5 and 6):

X11 = ai 5.

where the total amount of cut (a1) moved from cut section ito all fill sections and

landfill areas is equal to the available amount of cut at cut section i:

X= 6.

where the total amount of fill (b1) moved to fill sectionj from all cut sections equals

the amount of fill required at fill sectionj. Finally, a non-negative condition

completed the formulation, Xj 0.

The application of the model indicated that the operations research model was

suitable to optimize earthwork cost. However, there were some limitations of the

model including neglecting the shrinkage and swell properties of the soil and

assuming that the cost of earthwork operation did not vary with excavation,

transportation, fill and compaction cost.

A linear programming model was developed by Mayer and Stark (1981) to

minimize the cost of the earthmoving operation. Swell factor (s ') of the material

moved from cut section i, and shrinkage factor (s ) of the material compacted into

fill sectionj, were considered to properly determine haul and fill quantities. The cost
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of borrowing the material from borrow areas and the cost of wasting the material to

landfill areas were computed separately while the cost of earthwork from cut section

to fill sections was represented in a manner similar to the previous reference. The

specific unit costs for excavation, haul, and embankment were used based on

estimated soil characteristics of each section. Therefore, the objective function and

the constraints were stated as follows:

MinZ= C(i,j)X(i,j)+ CD(i,k)XD(i,k)+
I k

CB(p,j)XB(p,j) 7.

Subject to (Equation 8 and 9):

X(i,j) + XD(i,k)Qc(i) 8.

where X(i,j) (the amount of cut moved from cut section ito fill sectionj) plus XD(i,k)

(the amount of cut moved from cut section ito landfill area k) are to be equal to the

available amount of cut, Q(i), at cut section i.

sX(i,j) + sXB(p,j)=Qf(j) 9.

where s X(i,j) (the adjusted amount of cut moved from cut section ito fill sectionj)

plus s XB(p,j) (the adjusted amount of material moved from borrow area p to fill

sectionj) are equal to the amount of fill required, Qj(j), at fill sectionj. The shrinkage

factors for material moved from cut section i and borrow area p were defined as

s and s , respectively.
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The capacities of the landfill and borrow areas were also taken into the

account in the formulation of constraints (Equation 10):

sXD(i,k) QD(k)

XB(p,j) QB(p) 10.

where s XD(i,k) (the adjusted amount of cut moved from cut section ito landfill area

k) was equal to or less than the capacity of the landfill k, QD(i). In the same manner,

Xfi(p,j) (the amount of material moved from borrow area p to fill section]) was equal

to or less than the material available in borrow area p, QB(P). s was the swell factor

for material moved from cut section i and wasted in landfill area k. Non-negative

conditions added into the formulation were X(i,j), XD(i, k), and XB(p,j) 0.

The unit cost of moving and compacting the material from cut section ito fill

sectionj, C(i,j), was estimated based on unit cost of each operation including

excavation (Ue), hauling (u1), and compacting (ut), assuming that the costs were

linearly proportional to the quantities. The formulation for adjusted quantities was as

follows:

C(,j)Ue+S(Ujzd+uc) 11.

where was the distance between the center of cut section i and the fill section j.

The unit cost of borrow, CB(pj), and disposal, CD(i,k), were determined similarly.

This model showed that a linear progranmiing model of earthwork allocation

could be used to overcome the limitation of the mass diagram on roadway sections

with various soil characteristics. However, increasing the number of sections along
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the roadway might increase the time required to collect data. It was also assumed that

the unit cost of earthwork activities were constant and not reflected by the quantity

moved.

Easa (1987) suggested that the unit cost of purchasing and excavating

earthwork from borrow areas consisting of many types of soil with different unit costs

of excavation was the only unit cost reflected by the quantity moved, while the unit

cost of other earthwork activities were constant. After a detailed investigation of

possible variations of unit costs, a unit cost function of purchase and excavation for a

borrow area was formulated as a three-component stepwise function, using a mixed-

integer linear programming model. This model was proposed as an extension of

Mayer and Stark's linear programming model. A stepwise unit cost function was

generated by adding the unit cost function of purchase and excavation with respect to

the quantity moved from borrow area. Q and R represented the two break points of

specified quantities. The total quantity moved from borrow area (Yr), consisting of

three quantities (Y1, Y2, Y3) with associated unit costs (C1, C2, C3), was equal to

the sum of the quantities hauled to the required fill sections ( X(p, j)). In a case

where Y < Q, the total cost was CjYj. If Y > R, it was (R + Y3)C3. For any other

cases, it was (Q + Y2)C2. In order to satisfy these equations, additional constraints

were included into the model using binary variables, and y,. Then, the objective

function was stated as follows:

Mm Z = C(i, j)X(i, j) + CD(i, k)XD(i, k) +
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CB(p, j)XB(p, j) + {CiYi + C2pY2p + C3pY3p +

(C2p - Cip) QpAp + [(C2p - Cip)Qp + (C3p - C2p)Rp]7p} 12.

where the first and the second terms of the objective function were stated as in the

preceding formulation of Mayer and Stark (1981). The third term indicated the cost of

haul and compaction for earthwork moved from a borrow areap to fill section]. The

cost of purchase and excavation for this borrow area was represented by the last term.

The objective function was subject to the similar constraints presented by Mayer and

Stark (1981) (Equation 13):

X(i,j) + XD(i,k)Qc(i)
I

sX(i,j) + >sXB(p,j)=Qf(j)

sXD(i,k) QD(k)

Yip + Y2p + Y3,, = XB(p, j)

X(i,j), XD(i,k), and XB(p,j) 13.

The application of the model indicated that it was capable of providing the

minimum earthwork cost in a case where the unit cost of purchase and excavation for

a borrow area depended on the unknown quantity of earthwork.

In 1988, Easa proposed another linear programming model for the selection of

roadway grades that minimized the earthwork cost. The model consisted of three

different stages including selecting all technically feasible grades, calculating cut and

fill requirements for each grade alternative, and determining the best alternative that
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minimized earthwork cost. This model allowed variations in swell and shrinkage of

soil along the roadway and guaranteed the minimum earthwork cost within the

feasible solutions. The model also satisfied the geometric specifications such as the

elements of the vertical alignment, elevation of the grade line, horizontal and vertical

alignment relations, and type of vertical curve. In this study, Easa (1988) adopted the

linear programming method of Mayer and Stark (1981), assuming that the unit

hauling cost was linearly proportional to the hauling distance and the unit cost of

purchase and excavation for the borrow area was constant. The results of the example

applications indicated that this model provided the designer with the global minimum,

which was 23% better than local minimum costs.

Easa (1988b) presented a quadratic programming model of earthwork

allocation, in which the last term of the objective function, indicating the total cost

purchase and excavation of materials from borrow areas, was a linear function of the

quantity used. Thus, the objective function was modified as follows:

MinZ= C(i,j)X(i,j)-i- CD(i,k)XD(i,k) +

CB(p, j)XB(p, j) + + flx)x 14.

where x, c, and represented the quantity used from borrow area p, the intercept

and slope of the linear unit cost function, respectively. The limitations for the

decision variables of X(i,j), XD(i,k), and X8(p,j) remained unchanged. The new

decision variable of was limited by the following constraint:

XpXB(p,j) 15.
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The results indicated that this model, considering soil characteristic and

borrow and landfill capacities, represented the earthwork allocation operations better

than the mass-haul diagram and provided minimum construction cost using the

optimization techniques.

Christian and Caldera (1988) introduced an operational research model to

minimize earthmoving cost by optimizing the distribution of cut and fill quantities.

This study assumed that the unit costs of excavation, haul, and embankment were

non-constant and affected by locations of cut and fill sections. The earthmoving

model was formulated as follows:

Mm z = Xij[Cei + KbdCty + K1Cj] 16.

where X, was the quantity of material moved from location i, the cut section or

borrow area, to destination j, the fill section or landfill area. Cej, C4, and C were the

unit cost of excavation, haul, and embankment, respectively. The distance between

location i and destination j was represented by d. The difference in swell (Kbj) and

shrinkage (K1) were taken into the account. The capacities of location i and

destination j were also considered in the formulation of constraints as follows:

X1i <a

XUKd

17.
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where a and 1, were the maximum quantity excavated at location i and the maximum

quantity compacted at destinationj, respectively. The formulation was completed

with the non-negative restriction X 0.

Due to possible imbalance between the cut and fill quantities, dummy

locations or destinations were generated to absorb the excess fill or cut. The model

included machinery selection for excavation or embankment operation by multiplying

the unit cost of haul by a factor to include the variation in the unit costs. Application

of the model provided decision makers with an effective and easy method to

minimize the total cost of the earthwork operation by optimizing the cut and fill

distributions.

Forest Road Design Systems

The design of a forest road between two given locations on a surface is a

complex engineering problem involving economic considerations and environmental

requirements. For low traffic volume forest roads in mountainous terrain, the

construction and maintenance costs are the major components of the on-road

transportation cost. Forest roads are potentially the most problematic features of

timber harvesting operations since inadequate road construction and poor

maintenance can cause more stream sedimentation than any traditional forestry

operation (Skaugset and Allen, 1998). Excessive sediment delivered to streams from

a road section can have a dramatic effect on water supplies and aquatic life. Thus,

forest roads must be carefully designed to minimize construction and maintenance

costs, and minimize environmental damage.
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A 3D forest road alignment optimization model, TRACER, was developed to

help the forest road designer with a quick evaluation of alternatives in order to design

a path with the lowest total cost considering construction and future maintenance and

transportation costs, while conforming to design specifications and environmental

requirements. This section discusses the current state of the available methods in the

field of forest road design and construction and describes the TRACER 3D forest

road alignment optimization model. The theory behind the model is not presented in

detail here but is presented in other articles. The development of the model is still

continuing and the graphical capabilities of the model are improving.

Current Methods

Traditional manual methods of road design analysis depend upon a designer's

judgment and experience. There has been increasing interest in computer-aided

analysis of route selection as it could lead to considerable savings of time in road

design. Computers have been used in forest road design since the 1960's, but have

largely been applied to automate the computational tasks of earthwork calculation and

computer aided drafting. The mass diagram is employed to balance the required

quantities of cut and fill. However, the usefulness of the mass diagram decreases

when hauling costs are not linearly proportional to the hauling distance, soil

characteristics wary along the roadway, and additional quantities of material are

required to be borrowed from borrow areas or wasted at landfill areas.

The systems currently available for forest road design are not intended to

make computer-aided design judgments such as automated generation of alternative
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grade lines, best fitting vertical alignment for minimizing earthwork, minimizing the

total cost of construction, maintenance, and transportation, and aiming for least

environmental impact. They are generally used as a tool to make the mathematical

calculations required to do basic manual road design. Since the manual method is

"trial and error" and there are many possible alignments, it is highly conceivable that

the manual design might not yield the best result. Also, data input might be

cumbersome in current programs. The road designer must enter many set-up

parameters and input traverse notes into the related modules.

After entering the survey data and design parameters, some programs

manipulate geometric road design and earthwork balance calculations by allowing the

designer to work in plan, profile or cross section view simultaneously, using a visual

display screen (RoadEng, 2002 and Lumberjack, 1995). However, the designer has to

make these manipulations while all the constraints of horizontal and vertical

alignments are satisfied, which can be very time consuming. The designer has to

examine a number of alternatives to be sure that the final route location is

"reasonably" cost effective among the infinite number of alternative grade lines.

TRACER, a Decision Support System

The TRACER model is proposed as a decision support system for forest road

design. It will automate many of the current mundane, time consuming tasks, while

implementing a decision support framework. The theory behind the model is shown

in Figure 2.5. First, the model reads input data files including digital elevation model

(DEM) and attribute data. The model relies on a DEM to provide terrain data for
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supporting the analysis of road design features such as ground slope, topographic

aspect, and other landform characteristics. LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) is

one of the fastest growing systems that provides high-resolution and accurate DEM

data. The spatial resolution of the DEM depends on the LIDAR scanning angle, pulse

repetition rate, flying height and aircraft speed. After accounting for errors, the

resulting accuracy of each point on the ground is approximately 15 cm in the vertical

and 1 meter in the horizontal (Ahmed et al. 2000). According to Pereira and Janssen

(1999), LIDAR systems achieve these accuracies in open areas with hard surface.

However, in areas with very tall, dense canopy, the photogrammetric heights

occasionally might have larger errors. Since LIDAR technology is one of the fastest

growing systems, it is expected to provide even better accuracy in the near future, as

the laser beam width is reduced, which is the key receiving reflections from the forest

floor.

The DEM data file is a set of scattered metric data points (X, Y, Z), which

represents the ground surface. In order to reduce the input data file size, the original

DEM coordinate system can be converted into a simple Cartesian coordinate system

in which X and Y values are both zero at the lower left origin. Table 2.1 indicates the

data format of DEM data file. The attribute data file includes soil type and stream

data, represented in the same format as the metric data points. The designer can input

more attribute data if desired, using the same format.

After the input data files are read, the designer enters the road design data,

economic data, local data, geometric specifications, and environmental requirements.



Table 2.1. The data format of the digital elevation model (DEM) data format.

The road design data include road standard, road surface type, road template

specifications, turnout dimensions, distance between road sections, design speed,

vehicle specifications, and traffic volume. Local data include swell and shrinkage

factors of soil types, ground cover type, geological data,vegetation (timber stand)

data, and distance to local resources of required road construction materials.

Economic data consist of the unit costs of road construction and maintenance

activities and machine rate components of specified vehicles.

The geometric specifications are maximum allowable road grade, minimum

radius of the horizontal curves, minimum length of the vertical curves, minimum

distance between curves, and minimum safe stopping distance for driver safety. It is

also required that horizontal and vertical curves do not overlap each other. The

environmental requirements include minimum allowable road grade and rolling road
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grades to provide proper drainage, minimum distance from the riparian zones to

protect the stream channels, minimum stream-crossing angle to reduce the damage on

the riparian zones, and maximum height of cuts and fills at any section to decrease

soil movement.

The display and interactive features of the model were provided by

NewCyber3D (2002), using an improved 3D OpenGL accelerator. The model has the

capacity of displaying and rendering high-resolution 3D images of the terrain in real-

time, based on DEM and attribute data files. It also supports the real-time interactive

stereo display, which requires liquid crystal glasses and an infrared emitter that

connects the glasses to standard graphic card. Due to increased interest in high-

resolution stereo image display on low-cost personal computers, the cost of this

viewing system has fallen dramatically within recent years.

Displaying the image of the terrain on the computer screen (Figure 2.6), the

designer first opens the Road Geometry Window and locates the beginning and

ending points of the road section. This window shows road geometry information and

attribute data in real time, helping the designer to locate control points satisfying the

constraints. Road geometry information includes X and Y coordinates, elevation, road

grade, horizontal and vertical deflection between two consecutive road segments,

length of the current segment, and cumulative segment length. Miscellaneous

attribute data include soil type and stream data. The stream data are used to identify

the distance to the closest stream in real-time. Second, the designer selects a feasible

trial route between the beginning and ending points by establishing a series of control
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Figure 2.6. Graphical user interface of the model, displaying 3D image of the terrain.

points on the 3D image of the terrain, subject to geometric specifications and

environmental requirements. Trial routes are generated by tracing the possible paths

using the computer cursor on the 3D image of the terrain (Figure 2.7). The curves

connecting the control points are not used to represent the final location of the route

path, but for visualization purposes only. The designer can zoom, pan, rotate, and

scale the area in order to search candidate control points around the terrain. If the

designer chooses a candidate point, which is not acceptable by one or more

constraints, the model warns the designer by changing the color of the line between
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Figure 2.7. Locating a feasible trial route between two given points.

the previously selected control point and the candidate point. Thus, the designer does

not select this candidate point and searches for other points. The data for the selected

feasible trial route are stored in an array, which contains X, Y, and Z (elevation) data

for a series of control points.

Using the trial route data as an initial alignment, the model automatically

locates the horizontal and vertical curves and calculates the station points between the

control points, obeying the constraints. Figure 2.8 shows the horizontal and vertical
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Figure 2.8. Generation of a vertical and horizontal alignment.

alignments simultaneously. If the cut or fill height at any station is not feasible, the

model generates a new alignment by changing the elevation at a randomly selected

control point by a specified value (e.g. 0.5 meters) within the elevation range of the

control points. When cut-fill height and all the other constraints are satisfied, the
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model computes the cross section areas and average end areas to compute earthwork

volume for each road stage, which is a part of the road section between two

consecutive stations.

The economic distribution of cut and fill quantities is determined using linear

programming, considering possible borrow and landfill locations and various soil

characteristics along the roadway. The model adopts the method of Mayer and Stark

(1981) described previously. Then, the model computes the total cost of the road

section including construction, future maintenance and future transportation costs.

The road construction cost is the total cost of the road construction activities:

construction staking, clearing and grubbing, earthwork allocation, water supply and

watering, drainage, rip rap, surfacing, and seeding and mulching. The maintenance

activities involve rock replacement, grading, culvert and ditch maintenance, and

brush cleaning. Design speed, entering and exit speed, acceleration and deceleration

rates of truck traffic, and machine rate were analyzed as the effective factors of the

forest transportation costs. Additional costs (accident costs, land usage costs,

ecological penalties etc.) and constraints can be included into the model if they can be

expressed quantitatively.

To help the designer identify road segments with a high potential for

delivering sediment to streams in a watershed, the model estimates average annual

volume of road sediment, using the method of a GIS based road erosionldelivery

model, SEDMODL (Boise Cascade Corporation, 1999). SEDMODL is the slightly

modified version of the Washington Department of Natural Resources surface erosion
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module (WDNR, 1995). Road erosion factors considered in the model are geologic

erosion rate, road surface type, traffic density, road width and length, average road

slope, average precipitation factor, distance between road and stream, cut slope cover

density, and cut slope height.

In the final stage, TRACER generates new road alignment alternatives by

randomly adjusting the vertical alignment to find the best path with lowest total cost.

A heuristic combinatorial optimization technique (Simulated Annealing) is used to

select the best vertical alignment that minimizes the sum of construction, maintenance

and transportation costs considering technically feasible grades within the specified

elevation ranges of the intersection points of the vertical alignment. For each

alternative vertical alignment, the model computes cross sections, earthwork volumes,

sediment delivery, and minimizes earthwork costs using linear programming, subject

to geometric specifications and environmental requirements. The capacities of borrow

and landfill areas are assumed to be adequate to satisfy borrow or waste requirements.

In order to reduce the cost of hauling excessive cut or fill quantities, the

difference between total cut and total fill are monitored. If it is positive and is greater

than a specified volume that can be hauled from cut sections to the landfill area, the

model discards this alignment, lowers the maximum cut height to reduce the amount

of excessive cut volume, and generates new alignment alternatives. If the difference is

negative and its absolute value is greater than a specified volume that can be hauled

from a borrow area to the fill sections, the model discards this alignment, lowers the

maximum fill height to reduce the amount of excessive fill volume, and generates
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new alignment alternatives. When this last constraint is satisfied, the model records

the current alignment.

To develop additional road alignments to connect the same beginning and

ending points, the road designer traces out different feasible route paths. Then, for

each selected route path, TRACER follows the same procedure to find the road

alignment with minimum cost by using optimization techniques. Thus, the designer

can rapidly develop and then choose among the alternative road locations in an

efficient way. After developing the final vertical alignment, the designer determines

the appropriate location for a turnout, considering on visibility, side slope, and road

grade.

Applying TRACER to Forest Road Design

The model was applied to two examples to illustrate the differences between

surface rock specifications (Table 2.2). The study area is approximately 55 hectares

of predominantly forested land on the southern edge of the Capitol State Forest in

western Washington. The site is mountainous with elevation varying from 270-355

meters and ground slope from 0-50 percent. The forest stand is primarily 50-70 year-

old second-growth conifers. The DEM data (im intervals) of the study area was from

a LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) data set collected (Aerotec, 1999) in western

Washington. Soil, hydrology, and geology data were obtained from Washington

Department of Natural Resources and added into the attribute data set.

In Example A, a horizontal alignment was generated to connect two known

end points of a road section. The vertical alignment with the minimum total cost was
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found by using optimization techniques. The road section had a length of

approximately 300 meters (Figure 2.9). The vertical road alignment that minimized

the total cost located a 27m long vertical curve and a horizontal curve with a radius of

45m. The road gradient varied from 4% tol 1%. Two hundred and two feasible

solutions were identified during the search process. The lowest value of the objective

function was obtained at iteration 188 with the unit cost of $46.04/m. Surfacing cost

(including nprap and watering costs) was the largest cost component ($22/m),

followed by rock replacement ($7.5/m), and earthwork ($5.7/m) costs. The annual

sediment delivered to a stream from the road section was 0.29 ton.

In Example B, the same horizontal alignment from the first example was

repeated with different specifications for surfacing material to investigate their effects

on cost components, road gradient, and sediment production. The model located one

Layers Example A Example B

Base Course Good quality rock (7.5 cm) Grade 10%: Pit run
Grade> 10%: Good quality

rock (7.5cm)

Traction Grade 16%: Finer traction Grade 10%: No Traction
Surface surface rock Surface

(2.5cm)
Grade> 16%: Traction surface Grade> 10%: Traction surface

rock (4cm) rock (4cm)
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Figure 2.9. Road Profile indicating gradient and vertical alignment in Example A.

horizontal curve with a radius of 45m (Figure 2.10). The road gradient varied from

4% to 9% along the roadway. Two hundred and twelve feasible solutions were

evaluated during the search process and the lowest value of the objective function

was obtained at iteration 199 with the cost of $27.51m. Reducing the road gradient

increased the earthwork costs ($71m), while using pit run for surfacing decreased the

surfacing ($8.81m) and rock replacement ($lIm) costs. The average annual volume of

sediment delivered to a stream from the road decreased (0.17 ton) due to reduced road

gradient.
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Figure 2.10. Road Profile indicating gradient and vertical alignment in Example B.

In both examples, total construction cost (Example A: $9107 and Example B:

$5754) was the largest cost component, followed by maintenance (Example A: $2918

and Example B: $1112) and transportation costs (Example A: $941 and Example B:

$929). In construction cost elements, earthwork allocation and surfacing costs were

the largest cost components. The best solution involved adjusting the vertical

alignment to keep grading below 10 percent in Example B. By reducing the road

gradient, the solution did not require a vertical curve since the absolute value of the

difference between grades was not more than 5%. Besides, the road length in

Example B was slightly longer than in Example A. These factors increased earthwork

allocation, construction staking, clearing and grubbing, seeding and mulching, and
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blading costs, but decreased surfacing, rock replacement, transportation, maintaining

culvert and ditches and removing brush, watering, drainage, and riprap costs.

The results indicated that the unit cost of sum of the construction,

maintenance, and transportation costs in Example B was 40% percent less than in

Example A. Sediment production was less in Example B. Even though the surfacing

factors for good quality rock was less than that of pit run, the SEDMODL road slope

factor assigned to road segments with more than 10% grade was 2.5 times greater

than the road segments with less than or equal to 10% grade (Boise Cascade

Corporation, 1999). Therefore, total annual sediment production in Example B was

41% less than the sediment production estimated in Example A.

Conclusions and Extensions

Current forest road design relies on manual procedures that have not changed

in several decades. Meanwhile, developments in highway design have progressed

toward the introduction of optimization methods to improve the search for better road

designs. Highway design optimization algorithms have not been applied to the design

of low volume roads in mountainous terrain with environmental considerations. The

development of a design procedure that incorporates modem graphics capability,

hardware, software languages, modem optimization techniques, and environmental

considerations would improve the design process for forest roads.

In recent years, advances in generating digital elevation model of forested

areas using LIDAR technology provides accurate terrain data for supporting the

analysis of road design features such as ground slope, topographic aspect, and other
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landform characteristics. A proposed approach has been described and implemented

in the TRACER program, which provides the forest road designer with a decision

support system for evaluating alternative horizontal alignments through finding

efficient vertical alignments.

The contributions of the TRACER program are: (1) data input is enhanced

through a 3D graphic interface, (2) user efficiency is enhanced through automated

horizontal and vertical curve fitting routines, cross section generation, and cost

routines for construction, maintenance, and vehicle use, (3) road feasibility is ensured

by automatically considering geometric specifications, environmental impacts, and

driver safety, (4) design time is reduced in the early stage of the forest road design by

allowing the designer to quickly examine alternative routes, and (5) economic

efficiency is enhanced by combining modern optimization techniques to minimize

earthwork allocation cost using linear programming and to optimize vertical

alignment using a heuristic technique (Simulated Annealing).

In the examples shown, the slightly longer road alignment using flatter grades

and more earthwork yielded a lower total sediment load. The results from the two

short examples should not be generalized. But, the examples are instructive in

showing the tradeoffs that can occur. To evaluate the benefits and additional

development requirements, TRACER must move out of the office and must focus on

applications to real problems.

Although development efforts have sought to capture the basic elements

facing the forest road designer, additional development will be required. Some of the
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most important are discussed below. The model does not compute the total water

discharge along the roadway. Therefore, it is not providing the designer with the most

appropriate culvert locations or culvert size. TRACER assumes that the unit costs of

earthwork do not change with the quantity of the material moved. When there is a

case where the unit costs vary with the quantity of the cut and fill, the model can be

enhanced using the available methods that consider such a case.

TRACER depends upon available GIS data coverage of attribute data to

represent ground conditions. Available GIS data in many areas do not represent the

actual ground condition with high accuracy; however, quality of the GIS data is

improving as GIS technologies advance.

Future work could include refinements to the graphic interface, optimization

of the horizontal alignment, and additional options for cut and waste areas within the

road prism including more flexibility in the location of turnouts. Although TRACER

is not intended to provide a final road location, this model can be enhanced by

integrating it with GPS extensions to help the designer evaluate the model solutions

on the ground.
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Abstract

Advances in the processing speed of microcomputers have increased interest

in computer-aided design systems employing modem optimization techniques to

provide rapid evaluation of road alignments in a more systematic manner. The current

forest road design systems are not capable of making computer-aided design

judgments such as automated generation of altemative grade lines, minimizing total

costs, and aiming for least environmental impacts. A 3D forest road alignment model,

TRACER Version 1.0, aided by an interactive computer system, was developed to

help a designer with rapid evaluation of altematives. The objective is to design a path

with the lowest construction, maintenance, and transportation costs, while conforming

to design specifications and environmental requirements, and providing driver safety.

The model integrates two optimization techniques; a combination of linear

programming for earthwork allocation and a heuristic approach (Simulated

Annealing) for selection of vertical alignment. The average sediment delivered to a

stream from the road section is also estimated using the method of a GIS-based road

erosionldelivery model. It is anticipated that the development of a design procedure

incorporating modem graphics capability, hardware, software languages, modem

optimization techniques, and environmental considerations will improve the design

process for forest roads.
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Introduction

Forest roads connect forested lands to primary roads to provide access for

timber extraction and management, fish and wildlife habitat improvement, fire

control, and various recreational activities. The design of a forest road between two

given locations on a surface is a complex engineering problem involving economic

and environmental requirements. For low volume forest roads in mountainous terrain,

construction and maintenance costs are the largest components in the total cost of

producing timber for industrial uses. Forest roads are potentially the most problematic

features of timber harvesting operations since inadequate road construction and poor

maintenance can cause more stream sedimentation than any other operation (Skaugset

and Allen, 1998). Excessive sediment delivered to streams from a road section can

have a dramatic effect on water supplies, aquatic life, and wildlife populations. Thus,

forest roads must be carefully designed to minimize construction and maintenance

costs, and to minimize environmental damage.

There are an infinite number of possible combinations of grade lines to

connect two given locations on a surface. In order to be confident that the designer's

final route location a cost effective one with low environmental damage, the designer

has to examine a sufficient number of alternatives. Such a problem with many

solutions can be solved using optimization techniques that systematically search for

the solution with minimum cost among the acceptable solutions.

Several different optimization techniques have been considered for use in the

field of highway design. The optimum curvature principle was employed by Howard
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et al. (1968) to generate the curvature of an optimum highway location. Trypia (1979)

developed a mixed integer programming formulation to determine the vertical

alignment of the road that minimizes the earthwork cost. Dynamic Programming has

been used for solving two-dimensional and three-dimensional alignment problems

(Antoniotti 1969, O'Brien and Bennett 1969, Nicholson et al. 1976, Trietsch 1987,

and Goh et al.1988). The operations research model has been developed by

Nandgaonkar (1981) and Christian et al. (1988) to optimize earthwork allocation cost.

Linear Programming has also been used in several studies to plan the movement of

earthwork during road construction (Mayer et al. 1981, Easa 1987, and Easa 1988b);

to determine the optimal path (Parker, 1977); and to select the roadway grades that

minimize the cost of earthwork (Easa, 1988a). Chew et al. (1989) proposed an

alternative approach of solving a three-dimensional highway route selection problem

where the optimal horizontal and vertical alignments are determined simultaneously.

It was an extension from an earlier study (Goh et al., 1988) where optimal vertical

highway alignment was determined for a preselected horizontal alignment.

The fundamental route location problem of finding the best or optimum path

between two points, a function of physical, economical, and environmental factors,

normally involves similar stages for both highway and forest roads. Computers have

been used in forest road design since the 1960's, but have largely been applied to

automate the computational tasks of earthwork calculation and computer aided

drafting. The systems currently available for forest road design are not intended to

make computer-aided design judgments such as automated generation of alternative
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grade lines, best fitting vertical alignment for optimizing earthwork, minimizing the

total cost of construction, maintenance, and transportation, and aiming for least

environmental impact. They are generally used as a tool to make the mathematical

calculations required to do basic manual road design. Since the manual method is

"trial-and-error" and there are many possible alignments, it is highly conceivable that

the manual design might not yield the best result. Also, data input is cumbersome in

current programs. The road designer must enter many set-up parameters and input

traverse notes into the related modules.

In current forest road design programs, the mass diagram is used to balance

the required quantities of cut and fill. However, the capability of the mass diagram is

decreased in some real life cases where soil characteristics vary along the roadway

and additional quantities of material are required to be borrowed from borrow areas

or wasted at landfill areas. After entering the survey data and design parameters,

some programs manipulate geometric road design and earthwork balance calculations

by allowing the designer to work in plan, profile or cross section view, using a visual

display screen (RoadEng, 2002 and Lumberjack, 1995). However, the designer has to

make these manipulations in such a way that all the constraints of horizontal and

vertical alignments are satisfied. This can be very time consuming. The designer has

to examine a number of alternatives to be sure that the final route location is

"reasonably" cost effective and environmentally sound among the infinite number of

alternative grade lines.
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In recent years, advances in the processing speed and real-time rendering and

viewing of high-resolution three dimensional (3D) graphics on microcomputers have

made it possible to locate a route interactively on a 3D display ofa ground surface

generated by a high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM). LIDAR (Light

Detection and Ranging) is one of the fastest growing systems that provide high-

resolution and accurate DEM data. The accuracy of each point on the ground is

approximately 15 cm in the vertical, and 1.0 meter in the horizontal (Ahmed et al.

2000).

A three-dimensional forest road alignment optimization model, TRACER

Version 1.0, has been developed as a decision support system for forest road design.

It automates many of the current mundane, time consuming tasks, while

implementing a decision support framework. The purpose of this paper is to present

the model, aided by an interactive computer system which helps a designer with a

rapid evaluation of alternatives for the most economical path selection problem. The

objective is to design a path between two given locations that minimizes the sum of

construction, and future maintenance and transportation costs, while conforming to

design specifications, environmental requirements, and driver safety.

The model has three main steps: (1) selecting a feasible trial route by

establishing a series of intersection points on a 3D image of the terrain, subject to a

wide range of geometric specifications and environmental requirements; (2) locating

horizontal and preliminary vertical alignment, minimizing earthwork costs,

calculating total cost including construction, maintenance and transportation costs,
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and computing sediment delivery from the road section; and (3) selecting the vertical

alignment with minimum total cost using a combinatorial optimization technique.

Initial trial routes are generated by "tracing" the possible paths using

computer cursor on a 3D image of the terrain. For each alternative vertical alignment,

the model calculates cross sections, earthwork volumes, and sediment delivery, and

minimizes earthwork costs using linear programming, satisfying geometric

specifications and environmental requirements. The model guaranties the optimum

solution for earthwork allocation while providing a good quality/near optimum

solution for the best path design problem.

Method

This section presents the model in detail. First, the data preparation is

described along with the description of initial steps in the model. The formulation of

the design constraints, the cost components, and the sediment model are then

presented. Finally, an application of the model to a numerical example is illustrated.

The theory behind the model is shown in Figure 3.1.

Data Preparation

The model reads input data files including digital elevation model (DEM) and

attribute data. The model relies on a DEM to provide terrain data for supporting the

analysis of road design features such as ground slope, topographic aspect, and other

landform characteristics. The DEM data file is a set of scattered metric data points (X,

1', and Z), which represents the ground surface. In order to reduce the input data file
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size, the original DEM coordinate system can be converted into a simple Cartesian

Coordinate System in which X and Y values are both zero at the lower left origin. The

attribute data file includes soil type and stream data, represented in the same format

of metric data points. The designer can input more attribute data if desired, using the

same format.

After the input data files are read, the designer enters the road design

standards, economic data, local data, and road design constraints. The road design

standards include road standard, road surface type, road template specifications,

distance between road stations, design speed, vehicle specifications, and traffic

volume. Economic data consist of the unit costs of road construction and maintenance

activities and machine rate components of specified vehicles. Local data are soil swell

and shrinkage factors, ground cover type, geological data, vegetation

(timber stand) data, and distance to local resources of required road construction

materials.

The road design constraints include geometric specifications and

environmental requirements. The geometric specifications are maximum allowable

road grade, minimum radius of the horizontal curves, minimum length of the vertical

curves, minimum distance between curves, and minimum safe stopping distance for

driver safety. It is also required that horizontal and vertical curves do not overlap each

other. The environmental requirements are minimum allowable road grade and rolling

road grades to get proper drainage, minimum distance from the riparian zones to

protect the stream channels, minimum stream-crossing angle to reduce the damage on
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the riparian zones, and maximum height of cuts and fills at any section to decrease

soil movement.

The display and interactive features of the model are provided by

NewCyber3D (2002), using an improved 3D OpenGL accelerator (Appendix 1). The

model has a capacity of displaying and rendering high-resolution 2D and 3D image of

the terrain in real-time, based on DEM and attribute data files. It also supports the

real-time interactive stereo display, which requires liquid-crystal glasses and an

infrared emitter that connects the glasses to standard graphic card. Due to increased

interest in high-resolution stereo image display on low-cost personal computers, the

cost of this viewing system has fallen dramatically in recent years.

Displaying the 3D image of the terrain on the screen, the designer opens the

Road Geometry Window and locates the beginning and ending points of the road

section. This window shows road geometry information and attribute data in real

time, helping the designer to locate control points satisfying the constraints. Road

geometry information includes X, Y, and Z coordinates, road grade, horizontal and

vertical deflection between two consecutive road segments, length of the current

segment, and cumulative segment length. Miscellaneous attribute data include soil

type and stream data. The stream data are used to identify the distance to the closest

stream in real-time.

The designer selects a feasible trial route between the beginning and ending

points by establishing a series of control points on the 3D image of the terrain, subject

to the road design constraints. Trial routes are generated by tracing the possible paths
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using the computer cursor on the 3D image of the terrain (Figure 3.2). The curves

connecting the control points are not used to represent the final location of the route

path, but for visualization purposes only. The designer can zoom, pan, rotate, and

scale the area in order to search for candidate control points around the terrain. If the

designer chooses a candidate point, which is not acceptable by one or more

constraints, the model warns the designer by changing the color of the line between

the previously selected control point and the candidate point. Thus, the designer does

not select this candidate point and searches for other points.
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Design Constraints

The selected control points are stored so that the data for previously selected

control points can be reached by the model in real-time to evaluate whether the

candidate point selected by the designer will provide a feasible roadway transition

that obeys the design constraints. The design variables selected for identification are

as follows (Figure 3.3):

i = the parameter for numbering the control points

j = the parameter for numbering the roadway grades (tangents)

XL = centerline coordinate of X axis at control point i

Y = centerline coordinate of Y axis at control point i

Zj = centerline elevation at control point i

n = number of control points on some particular project

4 = horizontal deflection angle in degree at control point I

G = road grade at tangentj in percent

A1 = absolute value of the difference between G and at control point i.

In Figure 3.3, i is the currently evaluated candidate point, while i-i and i-2

refers to the previously selected and stored control points. The mathematical

formulation is developed for each road design constraint with respect to specific

geometric conditions in this figure.
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Road Grade Constraints

The road grade is computed in Equation 1, using the vertical change of the

road elevation and horizontal distance between two consecutive control points.

zi-zi-1G-i=
(xj_xj-i)2

A negative road grade (favorable) in the direction of a unloaded log truck is

limited by the maximum allowable road grade, Gf, considering the ability of a loaded

log truck traveling on this grade uphill from the landing. A positive grade (adverse) in

the direction of an unloaded log truck is limited by the maximum allowable road

grade, Ga, considering the ability of an unloaded log truck to negotiate this uphill

grade. The road grade is also limited by the minimum acceptable road grade, Gmjn, to

provide proper drainage. Therefore, the inequalities are formulated as follows:

GGj-iGj
GmrnGj-iGa 2.

After locating the stations between the control points later in the model, these

inequalities are also used to evaluate the grades between two consecutive station

points along the roadway.

Curvature Constraints

At each control point, the model calculates the horizontal deflection angle and

absolute value of the difference between two consecutive roadway grades to

determine whether any type of curve is necessary. It is convenient to formulate the

horizontal curve deflection angle in such a way that it will be also positive all the
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time. Following equation indicates the formulation of A1 and zij at control point i-i

with respect to specific geometric conditions in Figure 3.3:

A' -1=1 G -1- G -21

-1 = arctan
-1- Y

-21

Xj -1 - X - 21)

arctan I
- Ye - ii

jxi-xiiL
3.

For low volume forest roads, it is assumed that it is not necessary to locatea

vertical curve if A1 is less than or equal to a specified small percentage of difference

in grades, Amin (e.g. 5%). If A1 is greater than Amin and 4j is zero, the model

locates a vertical curve. If Aj is less than or equal to Amin and zii is greater than zero,

then the model locates a horizontal curve. Otherwise, a straight roadway (tangent) is

located. If there is a case where A1 is greater than Amin and /i1 is greater than zero,

the model warns the designer to chose a different control point that avoids the

overlapping of vertical and horizontal curves.

Vertical Curve Constraints

Vertical curves are used to connect roadway sections between two grades.

Forest road engineers generally use symmetrical vertical curves, in which the

horizontal projections of the intersecting tangents are equal. The primary challenge of

locating vertical curves lies in generating a sufficient curve length that permits a log

truck to pass a curve without bottoming out in the sag or breeching the crest and

provides safe stopping distance, SSD. Thus, to ensure a safe roadway passage, the

model locates a vertical curve that accommodates an adequate curve length. The

minimum curve length (LVmj,) of a forest road suggested is about 15 meters (e.g. 50
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Figure 3.4. Geometry of a symmetrical vertical curve (crest) used in the model.
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feet) (USDA Forest Service, 1987). Three times the design speed is also used to

define minimum curve length (AASHTO, 1990).

If the absolute value of the difference between grades is greater than Amin and

the horizontal deflection angle is equal to zero, then the model locates a vertical

curve. When the final tangent grade, is less than the initial tangent grade, GJ2, a

crest curve occurs, and when is greater than G2, a sag curve occurs. The tangent

grades, and G2, can be positive or negative. Figure 3.4 illustrates the geometry of

a vertical crest curve, generated based on three consecutive control points. In this

figure, Lv1.j is the length of the curve, BVC1 is the beginning point of the curve, and

EVC1 is the ending point of the curve.

z
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Dl, the horizontal distance from control point i-i to the previous control point

i-2, and D2, the horizontal distance from control point i-ito candidate control point i,

are computed as follows:

D2=j(Xi_Xil)2 +(Yi-i)2 4.

In determining a feasible curve length, crest and sag vertical curves are

considered separately based on whether the curve length is greater or less than the

SSD (Appendix 2). Safe stopping distance is one of the primary elements in designing

horizontal and vertical curves with an appropriate level of safety. The objective is to

provide a sufficient sight distance for the drivers to safely stop their vehicles before

reaching objects obstructing their forward motion. On two directional one-lane roads,

stopping distance is approximately twice the stopping distance for a two-lane road,

since for both drivers must safely stop their vehicles (AASHTO, i990).

By using the coordinates of the previously selected control point, i-2 and i-i,

the model searches for a third control point that generates a feasible vertical curve

satisfying the geometric constraints, minimum curve length and required safe

stopping distance. If the curve length is less than the user-defined minimum, the

model warns the designer to select a different candidate point that provides the

minimum curve length.

When the curve length is greater or equal to the minimum curve length,

then the model tests the curve length, Lv1.1, considering three different cases in which

Lv1 should be treated accordingly.
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Case 1:

If there is no curve located on the previous control point (i-2), the model

compares Lv11 with Dl and D2 (Equation 4). It investigates whether Lvj is less than

Dl and D2 to ensure that available sets of control points provide adequate space to

locate the vertical curve.

Case 2:

If there is a horizontal curve located on the previous control point, the model

first computes Dinew as follows:

Dinew = Dl - T2 - S 5.

where T2 is the tangent length of the previous horizontal curve and Sis the user-

defined value of minimum distance between curves. Then, It investigates whether Lv

j is less than Dinew and D2 to ensure that available sets of control points provide

adequate space to locate the vertical curve.

Case 3:

If there is a vertical curve located on the previous control point, the model

first computes Dinew as follows:

Dinew = Dl - (Lv12/2) - 5 6.

where Lv2/2 is half length of the previous vertical curve (symmetrical). Then, it

investigates whether Lvj is less than Dinew and D2 to ensure that available sets of

control points provide adequate space to locate the vertical curve.

If all of the specified design constraints for the vertical curve are satisfied, the

model defines the candidate control point as the third control point, i, and stores the



coordinates (X, Y, and Z) into the solution array. Otherwise, it warns the designer to

choose a different control point that satisfies the design constraints.

Horizontal Curve Constraints

The critical aspect of horizontal alignment is the horizontal curve that changes

the direction of the roadway left or right in a horizontal plane. On low volume forest

roads, a simple circular horizontal curve is generally designed to provide a transition

between two straight roadway sections. To design a feasible horizontal curve that

provides safe continuous operation, the model considers geometric constraints such as

minimum radius, acceptable road grade on horizontal curve, and minimum safe

stopping distance.

If the absolute value of the difference between grades is less than or equal to

Amin and the horizontal deflection angle is greater than zero, the model locates a

horizontal curve. Figure 3.5 indicates the geometry of a simple horizontal circular

curve, generated based on three consecutive control points. In this figure, PC1 is the

beginning of curve, PT1 is the ending of curve, PIj is the point of intersection at

control point i-i, R1 is the radius measured from the centerline of the road, is the

tangent length, Lh1 is the length of curve, M1 is the middle ordinate, E1 is the

external distance, and LC1 is the chord length from PC1 to PT1.

The model searches for a feasible horizontal curve that meets the geometric

constraints by adjusting the tangent lengths. The model first computes the maximum

tangent length, T,, that is generated by the current set of three control points. There

are three different cases in which T, should be treated accordingly.
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Figure 3.5. Geometry of a simple horizontal circular curve used in the model.

Case 1:

If there is no curve located on the previous control point (i-2), the model

compares Dl and D2 (Equation 4), and assigns the shorter one as a maximum tangent

length.

Case 2:

If there is a horizontal curve located on the previous control point, the model first

computes Dinew using EquationS. Then, the model compares Dinew and D2, and

assigns the shorter one as a maximum tangent length.

Case 3:

If there is a vertical curve located on the previous control point, the model

first computes Dinew using Equation 6. Then, the model compares Dinew and D2, and

x
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assigns the shorter one as a maximum tangent length. After T is defined, the model

computes the maximum radius, Rmax, as follows (Anderson et al. 1985):

R= T
7.

tani

If R is less than a user-defined value of the minimum curve radius, the

model warns the designer to chose a different control point that provides the

minimum turning radius. At the lowest speed of an off-road truck with trailer, the

minimum radius is considered to be about 18 meters (about 60 feet) on forest roads.

If R, is greater than or equal to the model searches for a feasible

tangent length, between minimum tangent length, and maximum tangent length

by incrementing by a specified value (e.g. 1 meter). The minimum tangent

length is computed based on horizontal deflection angle, j1, and as follows:

T=RntanI1 8.2)
The tangent length, which satisfies the geometric constraints listed earlier, is

assigned as a feasible tangent length, T1. If a feasible tangent is not found, the

designer is warned by the model to search for a different control point that provides a

feasible tangent length.

In the process of determining the feasible tangent length, the model first

computes the curve radius for each tangent length generated in the loop (Equation 9).

R -1=
Ti-i

9.

tani
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When R1 is greater or equal to Rmin, the chosen tangent length satisfies the

minimum radius constraint, and the model moves to the next constraint, which is

acceptable road grade in percent on horizontal curve Gci. A negative grade on a

curve in the direction of a unloaded log truck is limited by the maximum allowable

road grade, GCf, considering the ability of a loaded log truck traveling on this grade

uphill from the landing. A positive grade on a curve in the direction of an unloaded

log truck is limited by the maximum allowable road grade, GCa, considering the

ability of an unloaded log truck to negotiate this uphill grade.

The grade on the curve should be kept lower than that on a tangent because:

(a) off tracking of the vehicle creates a higher "effective" grade for both the truck and

the trailer, (b) the truck incurs additional forces required to turn the tandem axles

around the curve, and (c) the powered wheels may have unbalanced normal loads due

to a combination of centrifugal force, superelevation, and angle of the trailer. All

three factors reduce the gradeability of the vehicle. Since the effect of these factors is

increased as the radius decreases, the model uses a threshold value for each radius. If

the radius of the current horizontal curve is greater than this threshold, the model

allows the designer to locate a horizontal curve whose grade is at least 2% less than

the maximum allowable road grade on a tangent. However, if the curve is less than

the threshold, the model warns the designer until the grade on the horizontal curve is

at least 4% less than the maximum allowable road grade on a tangent. The threshold

value for the radius can be defined by the designer based on road standards and

vehicle specifications.



In order to compute road grade on the curve, the model first locates the

beginning and ending point of the curve, using T1 and horizontal angle of initial

tangent and final tangent, f3J-2 and f3ji, respectively. Equation 10 indicates the

formulation of 13j-2 and 13j-i.

-2 = arctan

-1 = arctan

(IYi-1Yi-21

jXi-IXi-211

IYi-Yi-iI

jx1-x1-i11
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10.

The coordinates of PC1 on X axis, PCx1, and Y axis, PCy11, are computed as

follows:

PCx11 =X1 - cos(/3j2)T1

PCy1i = Y.j - sin(/3j2)T1 11.

The coordinates of PT1 can be computed in the same manner, using 3-i.

After defining the X and Y coordinates of PC1 and PT..1, the model computes the

elevation of these points, PCz11 and PTzi, respectively. Using the elevation of the

control point i-i (Z1) and grade of initial tangent (GJ2) and final tangent (G), PCz1

and PTzi are computed in Equation 12 with respect to specific geometric conditions

in Figure 3.3.

PCzi = 41 - G2T1

PTz1 = 4i + G11T1 12.

Then, the road grade on the horizontal curve (Gc1) is computed as follows:

PTz -i - PCZi -1Gc i- 13.
Lh -1
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where the length of horizontal curve (Lh11) is calculated from the following equation

(Anderson et al. 1985):

Lh1 -1
- i,tR -1

14.
180

If Gcj satisfies the requirements of road grade on a horizontal curve, the

model investigates the next constraint, which is minimum safe stopping distance of a

horizontal curve. In horizontal curve design, safe stopping distance is used as a

limiting factor for the curve length (Appendix 3). If the curve length is less than the

safe stopping distance of an operating vehicle traveling at or near the design speed,

the model warns the designer to avoid locating this curve due to inadequate curve

length.

If all of the specified design constraints (R1, Gc1, and SSD) are satisfied, the

model defines the candidate control point as the third control point, i, and stores the

coordinates (X, Y, and Z) into the solution array. Otherwise, it warns the designer to

choose a different control point that satisfies the design constraints.

Stream Constraints

Since riparian forest buffers improve stream by reducing erosion, improving

water quality, and enhancing fish and wildlife habitat, the road designer should

demonstrate certain practices including providing a sufficient minimum distance

between fill slope and streams and reducing connectivity to stream crossings

(Burroughs et al. 1989). In the Road Geometry Window, TRACER provides the

designer with the horizontal distance between any control point considered and the
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closest stream point in real-time, using the attribute data file in which X and V

coordinates of the stream points are stored. The stream distance (Ds) from the

candidate control point i is computed in Equation 15, in which s is the parameter for

numbering the stream points, and X and Y are the coordinates of the stream point.

DS=lj(Xs_Xj)2+(ys_})2 15.

The stream-crossing angle is also considered in the model since connectivity

to stream crossing is recognized as a significant contributor of the sediment

associated with timber harvesting. To minimize or eliminate the sediment delivery

and create the least amount of disturbance to the stream, the designer should construct

the crossing at or close to a 90-degree angle to the stream (Appendix 4).

If the currently selected control point, i, satisfies the stream constraints

including minimum stream distance and stream-crossing angle, it is defined as the

new control point, i, and the model stores the coordinates (X, Y, and Z) into the

solution array. Otherwise, it warns the designer to choose a different control point

that satisfies the design constraints.

Cut and Fill Height Constraints

After connecting the two end points of the road by selecting feasible control

points that satisfy the design constraints, TRACER stores the data for this path. Using

the trial route data as an initial solution, the model automatically locates the station

points between the control points along the horizontal curve, vertical curve and

straight roadways (Appendix 5).
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After locating the station points along the road section, the model stores the

coordinates of the station points, Xi,, and Zr,, into an array. Then, it determines

whether there is a cut, fill or neither by computing the difference between ground

elevation, Zg, and road elevation, 4,, at each station point. If 4, is less than Zg there

is cut and if Z, is greater than Zg there is fill. Otherwise, there is no cut or fill at the

station. The ground elevation, as a function of X, and coordinates, is obtained from

the DEM data file (Appendix 6).

For each station point, the model computes the associated cut and fill heights

using Equations 16 and 17, in which HC and HF are the cut and fill heights at

station point p, respectively.

HC=Zg-Z 16.

when there is cut, or:

HF_Z-Zg 17.

when there is fill.

If the cut or fill height at any station is greater than the user-defined values of

maximum cut height, HC,, or maximum fill height, HF,, then the model generates

a new solution (alignment) by changing the elevation in a randomly selected control

point by a specified value (e.g. 0.5 meters) within the elevation range of the control

points. The alternative alignment generation will be explained later in detail. When

cut and fill heights and other specified constraints are satisfied, the model moves to

the next step.



Cross Sections

Cross sections show the ground slope and angle of topography at each station

point. They are located perpendicular to the road section. The model first determines

the type of the cross section (Appendix 7) and calculates cut and fill areas (Appendix

8). Figure 3.6 indicates the terminology of a forest road on a cut and fill type cross

section, which generally applies to most road types. The model employs inslope and

crowned type forest road surfaces.

The cross sections are used to compute earthwork volume (Appendix 9) and

major cost elements for each road stage between two consecutive stations. The length

of the road stage must be carefully determined by the designer to compute the

earthwork volume more accurately, particularly in rough and mountainous terrain
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where rapid changes occur in ground elevation. The cut and fill slopes should be

constructed in such a way that slope failure and erosion of the cut and fill banks are

minimized. In the model, cut and fill slope angles and maximum cut and fill slope

heights are defined depending on the soil type data stored in the attribute data file

(Appendix 8). For the road stages located on a horizontal curve, the model considers

the curve widening due to providing sufficient vehicle offtracking (Appendix 10) and

clearing the middle ordinate distance for safe stopping distance (Appendix 11).

Total Cost

As mentioned earlier, the total cost of a road section consists of the

construction cost, maintenance cost, and transportation cost. In order to compare the

total costs for various routes, the present value of the future maintenance and

transportation costs are computed using a terminating periodic series approach. The

objective function that minimizes the total cost, TC, takes the following form:

MinTC=C+M0+T0 18.

where C is the construction cost, M0 is the present value of the maintenance cost, and

T0 is the present value of the transportation cost.

The road construction cost is the total cost of the road construction activities:

construction staking, clearing and grubbing, earthwork allocation, drainage and

riprap, surfacing, water supply and watering, and seeding and mulching. The

maintenance activities involve rock replacement, grading, culvert and ditch

maintenance, and brush cleaning. Design speed, entering and exit speed, acceleration

and deceleration rates of truck traffic, and machine rate are analyzed as the effective
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factors of the forest transportation costs. Additional costs (accident costs, land costs,

ecological penalties etc.) can be included into the model if they can be expressed

quantitatively.

Construction Costs

The cost elements of road construction and maintenance are determined based

on "Cost Estimate Guide For Road Construction Region 6" prepared by the USDA

Forest Service (1999). The cost guide provides standard methods for estimating road

construction in the Pacific Northwest Region. The basic unit costs (profit, risk,

overhead, materials, equipment, transportation, and labor costs) of the construction

activities and related adjustment factors can be obtained from the data tables. Wage

rates are also adjusted based on the wage ratio and labor range tables in this cost

guide.

Construction Staking Cost

Construction staking cost is estimated by multiplying the basic unit costs per

kilometer by specified adjustment factors and total road length in kilometers. These

include ground cover, terrain, section, and travel factors. The formulation of the

construction staking cost, in a road stage r is:

Ccs ucs(1+f)Lr 19.

where is the basic unit cost,f is the sum of adjustment factors, and L is the length

of the road stage. The ground cover factor varies depending on stand and brush

density. The model computes the sideslope at each road station point to estimate the



terrain factor. If the sideslope is greater than 30% or the road stage is close to the

stream channel (e.g. <10 meters), the model considers staking both sides by

increasing the basic unit cost by 25%. The basic unit cost is also increased by 10%

considering the average daily round trip travel. The section factor increases as the

number of station points per kilometer increase along the roadway.

Clearing and Grubbing Cost

The model first estimates the area to be cleared between two consecutive

stations (Appendix 12). Then, clearing and grubbing costs are estimated by

multiplying the basic unit costs per hectare by adjustment factors and clearing area in

hectares. The adjustment factors are clearing classifications, slash factor, sideslope

factor, and clearing width factor (USDA Forest Service, 1999). The formulation of

the clearing and grubbing cost, Ccg, in a road stage r is:

Ccg Ucg(1 + f)CAr 20.

where Ucg is the basic unit cost,f is the sum of adjustment factors, and CAr is the

clearing area of the road stage. Clearing classifications increase as the density of the

ground cover increases. The slash factor varies depending on type of the slash

treatment method selected by the designer. The model computes the sideslope of two

consecutive cross sections, and takes their average to define the sideslope factor.

Average clearing width is also computed based on the clearing widths at these

sections (Appendix 12).
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Earthwork Allocation Cost

The economic distribution of cut and fill quantities is determined using the

linear programming method of Mayer and Stark (1981), considering possible borrow

and landfill locations and various soil characteristics along the roadway. This method

is used to overcome the limitation of the mass diagram on roadway sections with

various soil characteristics. Besides, it represents the earthwork allocation better than

the other methods and provides the optimal solution to the problem. In order to

incorporate this method into the model, a linear programming code, using the idea of

the simplex algorithm (Bowman and Fetter, 1967), is developed.

In the method, it is assumed that the unit costs do not vary with the amount of

material moved. It is also assumed that the unit cost of hauling is linearly proportional

to the hauling distance. The specific unit costs for earthwork activities including

excavation, haul, and embankment are defined based on the soil type data for each

road stage. Swell factor of the material moved from cut section i, and shrinkage factor

of the material compacted into fill sectionj, are considered to determine haul and fill

quantities. Therefore, the objective function is stated as follows:

MinZ= C(i,j)X(i,j)+ CD(i,k)XD(i,k)+
i j i k

CB(p,j)XB(p,j) 21.

subject to the following constraints:

(1) X(i,j) + XD(i,k) = Qc(i) 22.
j k
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where X(i,j) (the amount of cut moved from cut section ito fill section]) plus XD(i,k)

(the amount of cut moved from cut section ito landfill area k) are equal to the

available amount of cut, Q(i), at cut section i.

sX(i,j) + sXs(p,j)=Qf(j) 23.
p

where s X(i,j) (the adjusted amount of cut moved from cut section ito fill section j)

plus s XB(p,j) (the adjusted amount of material moved from borrow area p to fill

section j) are equal to the amount of fill required, Qj(j), at fill section j. The shrinkage

factors for material moved from cut section i and borrow area p are defined as s and

s , respectively.

sXD(i,k) QD(k) 24.

where s[ XD(i,k) (the adjusted amount of cut moved from cut section ito landfill area

k) is equal to or less than the capacity of the landfill k, QD(i). s is the swell factor for

material moved from cut section i and wasted in landfill area k.

Xs(p,j)QB(p) 25.

where XB(p,j) (the amount of material moved from borrow areap to fill section j) is

equal to or less than the material available in borrow areap, QB(P).

X(i,j), XD(i,k), and XB(p,j) 26.

where non-negative conditions are represented.

The unit cost of moving and compacting the material from cut section ito fill

section j, C(i,j), is estimated based on unit cost of each operation including excavation
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(Ue), hauling (uh), and compacting (ut), assuming that the costs are linearly

proportional to the quantities. The formulation for adjusted quantities is:

C(i,j) = Ue + s (uhdu + u) 27.

where d, is the distance between the center of cut section i and the fill section j. For

each road stage, the model computes the distance between the beginning of the road

section and the middle point of this road stage. The distance between the beginning of

the road section and the middle point of cut section i and fill sectionj are denoted by

Lb, and LI,3, respectively. Then, d1 is equal to ILb - Lb31. The unit cost of borrow,

CB(PJ), and disposal, CD(i,k), are determined similarly.

Drainage and Riprap Costs

To intercept road surface drainage, crowned or insloped surface templates

with ditches are used in the model. The ditches carry road surface runoff, overland

surface runoff, and subsurface water away from the road through ditch relief culverts.

Drainage cost is estimated by multiplying the basic unit costs (material, installation,

elongation, treatment, and special item costs) per lineal meter of the culvert by the

culvert length in meters. The basic unit cost varies with the type and dimensions of

the culvert being installed. The formulation of the drainage cost, Cd, is:

Cd = UdLc 28.

where ud is the basic unit costs and L is the length of the culvert.

The procedure for locating culverts involves collecting field data, computing

the surface drainage and estimating the flood flow for a chosen frequency. Since

engineer's interpretation of field data and hydrology data is affected by personal
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judgment, it is very often that two engineers arrive at two different answers. The

model is not equipped to compute the total water discharge along the roadway,

therefore, it is not intended to provide the designer with the final culvert locations and

dimensions along the road section. Instead, the model first estimates the number of

required culverts using the guidelines of maximum culvert spacing by soil erosion

classes and average road grade (Pearce, 1974). Second, the ditch relief culverts

(skewed) are located on the low point of vertical curves and at intervals on the road

grade (Appendix 13). If the number of culverts located by the model is less than the

number of culverts estimated by the guidelines, the model computes the cost of the

additional culverts with average size and length, and adds this into the total drainage

cost. If the model estimates more culverts than the guidelines, then the cost of

overestimated culverts is subtracted from the total drainage costs.

To minimize ground disturbance due to surface runoff and falling water on the

downspout, the model considers placing adequate amounts of riprap material. In

forest roads, 15-20 centimeters size rocks are commonly used as riprap material. The

riprap cost in a specific road stage is computed by multiplying the basic unit cost of

riprap per cubic meter by required volume of rock used as riprap material in cubic

meters. The basic unit cost varies depending on material, equipment, transportation,

and labor costs. Based the cross section type and amount of the rock required, the

model uses hand-placed or machine-placed riprap techniques (Appendix 13). The

formulation of the riprap cost, Crr, at road stage r is:

Crr = UrrVrr 29.
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where u is the basic unit cost and V is the volume of the riprap material required at

the site.

Surfacing Cost

Native-soil surfacing can be used when harvest operations are conducted

during the dry season. However, logging in the wet season requires aggregate

surfacing (crushed rock) to increase the strength of the forest road surface to support

vehicle traffic. Aggregate surfacing also provides increased wheel traction and

relatively smooth traveling surface that reduces the subsequent road maintenance, and

extends the life of the subgrade by reducing road surface ruts and erosion.

The surfacing cost varies depending on the type and required quantity of the

surfacing material and haul distance. In the model, the rock size and the depth of the

aggregate surfacing are determined based on the type of the subgrade soil along the

roadway. The quantity of the surfacing material is computed using the length and

width of the road section, and surfacing depth. The surfacing cost includes rock

purchasing or production cost, hauling cost, processing costs (compacting, mixing,

and placing) and testing cost. The formulation of the surfacing cost is presented in

Appendix 14.

The model considers multiple layers of surfacing including base course and

traction surface (Figure 3.6). Large size base rocks are used to support vehicle wheels

and to retard moisture penetration into the subgrade. A traction surface is then placed

over the base rock to increase traction and to provide a smooth durable traveling

surface of low rolling resistance for rubber-tired traffic. The depth of the base course
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is determined based on the bearing strength of the subgrade soil. The California

Bearing Ratio (CBR) is used to estimate the bearing strength of the soil along the

roadway (Pearce, 1974). In forest roads, 15 cm to 7.5 cm size rock is commonly used

to build up the base course with 25 cm depth (Kramer, 2001). The rock size and depth

of the traction surface is mostly defined depending on the road grade. On grades less

than 16%, 4 cm rocks are used to build up the traction surface with 8 cm depth. If

grade is greater than or equal to 16%, 2.5 cm rocks are used to build up the traction

surface with 10 cm depth (Kramer, 2001).

Water Supply and Watering Cost

Watering cost is estimated based on the amount of water required for

excavation and surfacing operations. After estimating total quantity of the excavation

(Qe) and the surfacing material of the project (Q= Q + Q), the model computes the

total amount of water based on the amount of water in liters per cubic meter of

excavation (We) and surfacing material (wa).

Q = QeWe + QW 30.

where We and W are defined by the cost guide (USDA Forest Service, 1999). The

components of the watering cost include purchasing cost and hauling cost. In the

model, it is assumed that the required amount of water is purchased from local

sources and that the water truck is equipped with a water pump. The purchasing cost,

C,, (including loading cost), can be defined by the designer based on the local

economic data. The hauling cost, C1, is divided into fixed and variable hauling costs.

The fixed cost per liter (ufr) is defined by the cost guide depending on truck size,
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approximate legal load limit, and delay time. The variable cost (u) per liter per

kilometer, based on round trip haul distance and average truck speed (loaded and

empty), is also provided by the cost guide. The formulation of the total hauling cost

is:

C1 = (Qw)(ufr + 31.

where is the distance (in kilometers) to the local water resources. Then, the

formulation of the total watering cost is developed as follows:

C, = C + C 32.

Seeding and Mulching Cost

Bare cut and fill slopes, resulting from road construction on sloping terrain,

increase soil erosion and stream sedimentation. Since natural re-vegetation is

extremely slow, seeding, fertilizing, and mulching are recommended to provide quick

stabilization and enhance the beauty of the area. In the model, it is assumed that a

user-defined amount of grass seed mixture and fertilizer per hectare is uniformly

distributed over the area. The use of mulch is also considered to prevent erosion, keep

seed and fertilizer on steeper slopes, reduce seedling mortality and preserve soil

moisture. Seed, fertilizer and mulch can be applied using various methods. The basic

unit costs of material per kilogram and the application cost (includes overhead,

equipment, transportation, and labor costs) per hectare can be obtained from local

economic data.

The model first estimates the area (A1 in hectare) to be seeded and mulched

between two consecutive stations (Appendix 15). Then, the total amount of seeding



(Qseed), fertilizing (Qfert) and mulching (Qm) material used for a road stage is

computed as follows:
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33.

hectare for seeding, fertilizing, and mulching, respectively. The total cost of material

(Cm) is estimated by multiplying the basic unit costs of seeding (Useed), fertilizing

(Ufert), and mulching (Umul) material per kilogram by the total amount of materials used

in area:

Cm = UseedQseed + UfertQferj + UmuiQmui 34.

The cost of application (Ca) is computed based on the basic unit costs of

application (Uapi) per hectare and the total area of seeding, fertilizing and mulching:

Ca = UaplAsf,n 35.

then, the formulation of the total cost, is developed as follows:

= Cm + Ca 36.

Maintenance Costs

It is important to know as much as possible about the future performance of

roads so that adequate roads can be designed and built at minimum expense. The lack

of a long-term prediction for road performance makes it difficult to estimate future

maintenance expenditures (Christian and Newton, 1999). Road maintenance generally

consists of replacing the aggregate to preserve structural integrity and travel quality,

Qseed = Asqseed

Qferi = Asf,nqfert

Qmui = Asfinqmul

where qseed, qjert, qmui are the minimum amount of material used in kilograms per
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performing blade maintenance activities, maintaining culverts, and cleaning ditches.

Removing brush from both cut and fill slopes is also considered to maintain visibility.

If forest roads are planned for use during spring thaw conditions, road designers

should follow procedures of aggregate placement, compaction, and blade

maintenance that will reduce the deformation of the road (Sigurdsson, 1993).

Rock replacement cost is often computed depending on the timber volume

transported over the road stage. If the road stage is part of a horizontal curve, the loss

of the surfacing material is greater than the loss on a straight road section due to

increased traction requirements to oppose centrifugal forces. On forest roads, rock

displacement occurs from truck traffic. The amount of rock replacement material is

computed based on the rock displacement in depth, road width, and length of the road

stage (Appendix 14). The future value of rock replacement cost (Cfr) is formulated as

follows:

Cfr = Cs
Vinber

4500

where C is the cost of surface replacement material, C (Appendix 14) and Vtjmber is

the timber volume (cubic meters) transported over the road stage.

The blading cost is also computed depending on the timber volume

transported over the road section and average volume of haul that requires at least one

blade maintenance operation. The following equation is used to compute the future

value of blading cost (Cfb):

Cfb = UbLr
Vtimber

9000

37.

38.
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where ub is the basic unit cost of blading per kilometer and L is the length of the road

stage in kilometers.

The cost of maintaining ditches (Cfd) and cleaning brush (Cfb) is calculated

depending on their basic unit costs per kilometer and length of the road stage to be

maintained. The cost of maintaining culverts (Cf) is computed by multiplying the

basic unit cost of maintaining a culvert by the number of culverts installed along the

roadway. The unit cost of these activities can be obtained from local economic data.

The culvert and ditch maintenance, and brush cleaning takes place in time intervals,

tm.

Finally, the present value of future maintenance costs, M0, are computed using

a terminating periodic series approach (Klemperer, 1996):

Mo (Cfr+ Cfb)r1(1+ r) 1 cfC)[1_(1+ r) 1

[(l+r)t_l]+d+CfCb+ [(1+r)tm_1]

where r is annual interest rate, t is harvesting periods in years, and n is estimated total

service time of the road in years or the time when last harvesting occurs.

Transportation Costs

Designing forest roads with the lowest construction and transportation costs is

highly desirable. Transportation costs mainly vary with truck performance and the

hourly cost of the truck with operator (machine rate). In the model, vehicle

performance is calculated in terms of design speed, entering and exit speed, and

acceleration and deceleration rates of truck traffic. The effect of gradient and

curvature on truck travel time is considered for each road section. The machine rate is

39.
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divided into ownership, operating, and labor costs, assuming equipment and

production elements are not rented (Sessions, 1992). The fuel and tire costs are

computed separately and then added into the total transportation cost.

After determining the truck speed based on the vehicle performance, gradient,

and curvature (Appendix 16), the total truck travel time in hour) is computed as

follows:

tt = Lr+VU(l+td)
VLVUL )

where Lr is the length of the road stage in kilometers, VL and VUL are loaded and

unloaded truck speeds in kilometers per hour, respectively, and td is the estimated

delay time during the travel in percent.

The future cost of the transportation is computed using the following

equation:

Tf = tt
Vgimber

MR + Cei + Ctire
Load)

where Load is the average load capacity of the truck in cubic meters, Vtimber is the

timber volume transported over the road stage, and MR is the machine rate. The

straight-line method is used to compute the machine rate (Appendix 17). The fuel cost

(Cjuei) and tire cost (Ctire) are computed based on fuel consumption rate and tire wear

rate, respectively (Appendix 17). The present value of the future transportation costs

are computed using a terminating periodic series approach (Klemperer, 1996).
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Sediment Production

The model estimates average annual volume of sediment delivered to a stream

from the road segments, using the method of a GIS based road erosion/delivery

model, SEDMODL (Boise Cascade Corporation, 1999). SEDMODL is a slightly

modified version of the Washington Department of Natural Resources surface erosion

module (WDNR, 1995). Road erosion factors considered are geologic erosion rate,

road surface type, traffic density, road width and length, average road slope, average

precipitation factor, distance between road and stream, cut slope cover density, and

cut slope height (Appendix 18). For general use, the equations are developed based

on the road erosion surveys in six watersheds in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho.

SEDMODL reasonably predicts the sediment delivery at the time of developing the

road design model (Boise Cascade Corporation, 1999). It provides the designer with

the advantage of identifying the road segments with a high potential for delivering

sediment to streams and it is easy to incorporate in computer programming. The

limitations and the assumptions of the model are described in Appendix 18.

Vertical Alignment Optimization

In the final stage, the model generates new road alignment alternatives by

randomly adjusting the vertical alignment to find the best path with the lowest total

cost. A heuristic combinatorial optimization technique (Simulated Annealing) is used

to guide the search for the best vertical alignment that minimizes the sum of

construction, maintenance and transportation costs considering technically feasible

grades within the specified elevation ranges of the intersection points of the vertical
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alignment (Appendix 19). For each alternative vertical alignment, the model

calculates cross sections, earthwork volumes, sediment delivery, and minimizes

earthwork costs using linear programming, subject to geometric specifications and

environmental requirements. The capacities of borrow and landfill areas are assumed

to be adequate to satisfy borrow and waste requirements.

In order to reduce the cost of hauling excessive cut or fill quantities, the

difference between total cut and total fill are monitored. If it is positive and is greater

than a specified volume that can be hauled from cut sections to the landfill area, the

model discards this alignment, lowers the maximum cut height to reduce the amount

of excessive cut volume, and generates new alignment alternatives. If the difference is

negative and its absolute value is greater than a specified volume that can be hauled

from a borrow area to the fill sections, the model discards this alignment, lowers the

maximum fill height to reduce the amount of excessive fill volume, and generates

new alignment alternatives. When this last constraint is satisfied, the model records

the current alignment.

To develop additional road alignments to connect the same beginning and

ending points, the road designer traces out different feasible route paths. Then, for

each selected route path, the model follows the same procedure to find the road

alignment with minimum cost by using optimization techniques. Thus, the designer

can rapidly develop and then choose among the alternative road locations in an

efficient way. After developing the final vertical alignment, the designer determines



the appropriate location for a turnout, considering on visibility, side slope, and road

grade (Appendix 20).

Model Application

The model was applied to two examples to illustrate the differences between

surface rock specifications (Table 3.1). The study area is approximately 55 hectares

of predominantly forested land on the southern edge of the Capitol State Forest in

western Washington. The site is mountainous with elevation varying from 270-35 5

meters and ground slope from 0-50 percent. The forest stand is primarily 50-70 year-

old second-growth conifers. The DEM data (im intervals) of the study area was from

a LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) data set collected (Aerotec, 1999) in western

Washington. Soil, hydrology, and geology data were obtained from Washington

Department of Natural Resources and added into the attribute data set.

Table 3.1. Road specifications for the surfacing material used in design examples.
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Layers Example A Example B

Base Course Good quality rock (7.5 cm) Grade 10%: Pit run
Grade> 10%: Good quality

rock (7.5cm)

Traction Grade 16%: Finer traction Grade 10%: No Traction
Surface surface rock Surface

(2.5cm)
Grade> 16%: Traction surface Grade> 10%: Traction surface

rock (4cm) rock (4cm)
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In Example A, a horizontal alignment was generated to connect two known

end points of a road section. The vertical alignment with the minimum total cost was

found by using optimization techniques. The road section had a length of

approximately 300 meters (Figure 3.7). The vertical road alignment that minimized

the total cost located a 27m long vertical curve and a horizontal curve with a radius of

45m. The road gradient varied from 4% toll %. Two hundred and two feasible

solutions were identified during the search process. The lowest value of the objective

function was obtained at iteration 188 with the unit cost of $46.04/m. Surfacing cost

(including riprap and watering costs) was the largest cost component ($22/m),

followed by rock replacement ($7.5/m), and earthwork ($5.7/m) costs. The annual

sediment delivered to a stream from the road section was 0.29 ton.

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45

Stations

Figure 3.7. Profile view showing road gradient and vertical alignment in Example A.
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Figure 3.8. Profile view showing road gradient and vertical alignment in Example B.
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In Example B, the same horizontal alignment from the first example was

repeated with different specifications for surfacing material to investigate their effects

on cost components, road gradient, and sediment production. The model located one

horizontal curve with a radius of 45m (Figure 3.8). The road gradient varied from 4%

to 9% along the roadway. Two hundred and twelve feasible solutions were evaluated

during the search process and the lowest value of the objective function was obtained

at iteration 199 with the cost of $27.51m. Reducing the road gradient increased the

earthwork costs ($71m), while using pit run for surfacing decreased the surfacing

($8. 8/m) and rock replacement ($ 1/m) costs. The average annual volume of sediment

delivered to a stream from the road decreased (0.17 ton) due to reduced road gradient.
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In both examples, total construction cost (Example A: $9107 and Example B:

$5754) was the largest cost component, followed by maintenance (Example A: $2918

and Example B: $1112) and transportation costs (Example A: $941 and Example B:

$929). In construction cost elements, earthwork allocation and surfacing costs were

the largest cost components. The best solution involved adjusting the vertical

alignment to keep grading below 10 percent in Example B. By reducing the road

gradient, the solution did not require a vertical curve since the absolute value of the

difference between grades was not more than 5%. Besides, the road length in

Example B was slightly longer than in Example A. These factors increased earthwork

allocation, construction staking, clearing and grubbing, seeding and mulching, and

blading costs, but decreased surfacing, rock replacement, transportation, maintaining

culvert and ditches and removing brush, watering, drainage, and riprap costs.

The results indicated that the unit cost of sum of the construction,

maintenance, and transportation costs in Example B was 40% percent less than in

Example A. Sediment production was less in Example B. Even though the surfacing

factors for good quality rock was less than that of pit run, the SEDMODL road slope

factor assigned to road segments with more than 10% grade was 2.5 times greater

than the road segments with less than or equal to 10% grade (Boise Cascade

Corporation, 1999). Therefore, total annual sediment production in Example B was

41% less than the sediment production estimated in Example A.
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Conclusions and Extensions

The 3D forest road alignment model, TRACER, aided by an interactive

computer system, has been presented. The model provides the forest road designer

with a decision support system for evaluating alternative horizontal alignments

through finding efficient vertical alignments. Road feasibility is ensured by

automatically considering geometric specifications, environmental impacts, and

driver safety. The designer generates the initial road alignment by tracing the possible

paths using computer cursor on 3D image of the terrain. Allowing the designer to

quickly examine various feasible route paths, design time is reduced in the early stage

of the forest road design.

The model generates alternative vertical alignments by randomly adjusting the

elevation of the initial road alignment, considering technically feasible grades within

the specified elevation ranges of the intersection points. A combinatorial optimization

technique, Simulated Annealing (SA), is used to determine the best vertical alignment

that minimizes the sum of construction, maintenance and transportation costs. The

model employed SA since it is easy to implement and usually provides a good

quality/near optimal solution to a combinatorial optimization problem.

For each alternative vertical alignment, the model calculates cross sections,

earthwork volumes, and sediment delivery, and minimizes earthwork costs. User

efficiency is enhanced through automated horizontal and vertical curve fitting

routines, cross section generation, and cost routines for construction, maintenance,

and vehicle use. To determine the economic distribution of cut and fill quantities, the
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model uses the Linear Progranmiing (LP) to avoid the limitation of the mass diagram

on roadway sections with different soil characteristics. The global minimum cost of

earthwork allocation can be reached using LP. Economic efficiency is enhanced by

combining modern optimization techniques to minimize earthwork allocation cost

using linear progranmiing and to optimize vertical alignment using a heuristic

technique (SA). To identify road segments with a high potential for delivering

sediment to streams in a watershed, the model estimates average annual volume of

sediment delivered to a stream from the road segments.

The two road examples illustrate the complexities involved with designing

even a short section of road. Conventional wisdom suggests that reducing earthwork

through rolling the grades to fit the terrain is often the best way to reduce

environmental effects. In the examples shown, the slightly longer road alignment

using flatter grades and more earthwork yielded a lower total sediment load. The

results from the two short examples should not be generalized. But, the examples are

instructive in showing the tradeoffs that can occur.

The model has several limitations and opportunities for further development.

It is assumed that the unit costs of earthwork are constant. When there is a case where

the unit costs vary with the quantity of the cut and fill, the model can be enhanced

using available methods that consider such a case (Easa 1988b. and Christian et al.

1988). The cross sections used to set the road on the ground profile are cut and fill,

through cut, and through fill sections. The current state of the model does not allow

the designer to generate a full bench type cross section since the horizontal alignment
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is fixed once the station points are located along the roadway. One model

improvement to be considered is to optimize horizontal alignment automatically

allowing the use of a full bench type cross section. The model considers total costs of

construction, maintenance, and transportation. Additional costs that can be expressed

quantitatively can be included in the model.

Most of the computation time in the process is spent on earthwork allocation

using linear programming. However, since many of the vertical alignment alternatives

are eliminated due to one or more constraints, the model only evaluates the earthwork

for feasible routes.

The model depends upon available GIS coverages of attribute data to

represent ground conditions. Available GIS data in forested areas do not represent the

actual ground condition with high accuracy; however, quality of GIS data is

improving as GIS technologies advance LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging), one

of the fastest growing systems in the field, can provide a high-resolution and accurate

DEM. It is expected to provide even better accuracy in the near future, as the laser

beam width is reduced, which is the key receiving reflections from the forest floor.

The model is not intended to compute the total water discharge along the

roadway; therefore, it is not providing the designer with the most appropriate culvert

locations or culvert size. Future work could also provide refinements to the graphic

interface, optimization of the horizontal alignment, and additional options for cut and

waste areas within the road prism including more flexibility in the location of

turnouts.
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Abstract

A 3D forest road alignment optimization model, TRACER Version 1.0, was

developed to assist a forest road designer to design a route with the lowest total cost

considering construction and future maintenance and transportation costs, while

conforming to design specifications and environmental requirements, and providing

driver safety. The model enhanced user efficiency through automated horizontal and

vertical curve fitting routines, cross section generation, and cost routines for

construction, maintenance, and vehicle use. Linear programming for earthwork

allocation and a heuristic approach (Simulated Annealing) for selection of vertical

alignment were integrated to minimize the total cost. The average sediment, delivered

to a stream from the road section, is also estimated using the method of a GIS-based

road erosion delivery model. This paper describes the features of TRACER and

presents an application of the model to a road location problem.
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Introduction

The design of a forest road between two given locations on a surface is a

complex engineering problem involving economic considerations and environmental

requirements. The objective is to determine a route with the lowest sum of

construction, future maintenance, and future transportation costs while protecting soil

and water resources, and providing driver safety. The sediment delivered to streams

from a road section can adversely impact water quality and aquatic life. Thus, forest

roads must be carefully designed to minimize construction and maintenance costs,

and minimize environmental damage.

Several different optimization techniques have been considered for use in the

field of highway design (Parker 1977, Trypia 1979, Mayer et al. 1981, Easa 1987,

Easa 1988, Goh et al.1988, and Chew et al. 1989). However, the systems currently

available for forest road design are not intended to make computer-aided design

judgments such as automated generation of alternative grade lines, best fitting vertical

alignment for optimizing earthwork, minimizing the total cost of construction,

maintenance, and transportation, and aiming for least environmental impact. They are

generally used as a tool to make the mathematical calculations required to do basic

manual road design. The mass diagram is used to balance the required quantities of

cut and fill. After entering the survey data and design parameters, some forest road

programs manipulate geometric road design and earthwork balance calculations by

allowing the designer to work in plan, profile or cross section view, using a visual

display screen (RoadEng, 2002 and Lumberjack, 1995). However, the designer has to
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make these manipulations in a trial-and-error way to assure that the constraints of

horizontal and vertical alignments are satisfied, which can be very time consuming.

A three-dimensional forest road alignment optimization model, TRACER

Version 1.0, was developed as a decision support system for forest road design. It

automates many of the current mundane, time consuming tasks, while implementing a

decision support framework. The TRACER program, aided by an interactive

computer system, helps a designer with a rapid evaluation of alternatives to design a

path between two identified locations. The objective is to minimize the total cost of

construction, and future maintenance and transportation costs, while conforming to

design specifications, environmental requirements, and driver safety. Initial trial

routes are generated by "tracing" the possible paths using computer cursor on a 3D

image of the terrain. The trial route is then evaluated with respect to a wide range of

geometric specifications and environmental requirements. User efficiency is

enhanced through automated horizontal and vertical curve fitting routines, cross-

section generation, and cost routines for construction, maintenance, and vehicle use.

To determine the economic distribution of cut and fill quantities, the model

uses linear programming (LP) to overcome the limitation of the mass diagram on

roadway sections with different soil characteristics. The model adjusts the vertical

alignment using a heuristic combinatorial optimization technique (Simulated

Annealing) and selects the path with lowest total cost. The average sediment,

delivered to a stream from the road section, is also estimated using the method ofa

GIS-based road erosion delivery model. This paper describes the features of the
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TRACER program and presents an application of the model to an actual road location

problem. The theory of the model is not presented here but can be found in Akay and

Sessions (2003).

Program Features

The model reads input data files including digital elevation model (DEM) and

attribute data. The model relies on a DEM to provide terrain data for ground slope,

topographic aspect, and other landform characteristics. The DEM data file is a set of

scattered metric data points (X, Y, Z), which represent the ground surface. The

attribute data file includes soil type and stream data, represented in the same fonnat

as the metric data points.

After the input data files are read, the designer enters the road design,

economic, and local site data, geometric specifications, and environmental

requirements. The road design data include road standard, road surface type, road

template specifications, turnout dimensions, distance between road sections, design

speed, vehicle specifications, and traffic volume. Local site data include swell and

shrinkage factors for each soil type, ground cover type, geological data, vegetation

(timber stand) data, and distance to local resources of road construction materials.

Economic data consist of the unit costs of road construction and maintenance

activities and machine costs of transport vehicles.

The geometric specifications are maximum allowable road grade, minimum

radius of horizontal curves, minimum length of vertical curves, minimum distance

between curves, and minimum safe stopping distance for driver safety. It is also
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assumed that the designer does not want overlapping horizontal and vertical curves.

The environmental requirements include minimum allowable road grade and rolling

road grades to provide proper drainage, minimum distance from the riparian zones to

protect the stream channels, minimum stream-crossing angle to reduce the damage on

the riparian zones, and maximum height of cuts and fills at any section to decrease

potential soil movement.

The model has the capability to display and render high-resolution 3D images

of the terrain in real-time (NewCyber3D, 2002). Displaying the image of the terrain

on the computer screen, the designer first opens the Road Geometry Window and

locates the beginning and ending points of the road section. This window displays

road geometry information and attribute data in real time, helping the designer to

locate control points satisfying the constraints. Road geometry information include X

and Y coordinates, elevation, road grade, horizontal and vertical deflection between

two consecutive road segments, length of the current segment, and cumulative

segment length. Miscellaneous attribute data include soil type and stream data. The

stream data are used to identify the distance to the closest stream in real-time. Then,

the designer selects a feasible trial route by establishing a series of control points on

the 3D image of the terrain, subject to design constraints (Figure 4.1).

The curves connecting the control points are not used to represent the final

location of the route path, but are for visualization purposes only. If the designer

chooses a candidate point which is not acceptable by one or more constraints, the

model warns the designer by changing the color of the line between the previously
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Figure 4.1. Locating a feasible trial route between two given points.

selected control point and the candidate point. Thus, the designer does not select this

candidate point and searches for other points. The designer can zoom, pan, rotate, and

scale the area in order to search for candidate control points around the terrain.

The model automatically locates the horizontal and vertical curves and

calculates the station points between the control points, satisfying the constraints. If
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cut-fill height and all the other constraints are satisfied, the model computes the cross-

section areas and average end areas to compute earthwork volume for each road stage

between two consecutive stations.

The economic distribution of cut and fill quantities is determined using linear

progranmiing, considering possible borrow and landfill locations and various soil

characteristics along the roadway. The model uses the method of Mayer and Stark

(1981) to overcome the limitation of the mass diagram on roadway sections with

different soil characteristics. Linear programming provides the optimal solution to the

earthwork allocation problem. Then, the model computes the total cost of the road

section including construction, future maintenance and future transportation costs. In

order to compare the total costs for different routes, the present value of the future

maintenance and transportation costs are computed.

The road construction cost is the total cost of the road construction activities:

construction staking, clearing and grubbing, earthwork allocation, drainage and

riprap, surfacing, water supply and watering, and seeding and mulching. The

maintenance activities involve rock replacement, grading, culvert and ditch

maintenance, and brush cleaning. Design speed, entering and exit speed, acceleration

and deceleration rates of truck traffic, and machine rate are analyzed as the effective

factors of the forest transportation costs. Additional costs (accident costs, land costs,

ecological penalties etc.) can be included into the model if they can be expressed

quantitatively.
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The model estimates average annual volume of sediment delivered to a stream

from the road segments, using the method of a GIS based road erosion/delivery

model, SEDMODL (Boise Cascade Corporation, 1999). Road erosion factors

considered in this model are geologic erosion rate, road surface type, traffic density,

road width and length, average road slope, average precipitation factor, distance

between road and stream, cut slope cover density, and cut slope height. SEDMODL is

one of the models that reasonably predict the sediment delivery from a road section

and it is easy to implement in a computer program (Boise Cascade Corporation,

1999).

To find the path with the lowest total cost, the model generates alternative

road paths by adjusting the vertical alignment. A heuristic combinatorial optimization

technique (Simulated Annealing) is used to select the best vertical alignment that

minimizes the sum of construction, maintenance and transportation costs considering

technically feasible grades within the specified elevation ranges of the intersection

points of the vertical alignment (Figure 4.2). For each alternative vertical alignment,

the model computes cross-sections, earthwork volumes, sediment delivery, and

minimizes earthwork costs using linear programming.

In order to reduce the cost of hauling excessive cut or fill quantities, the

difference between total cut and total fill are monitored. If it is positive and greater

than a specified volume that can be hauled from cut sections to the landfill area, the

model discards this alignment, lowers the maximum cut height, and generates new

alignment alternatives. If the difference is negative and its absolute value is greater
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than a specified volume that can be hauled from a borrow area to the fill sections, the

model discards this alignment, lowers the maximum fill height, and generates new

alignment alternatives. To find the best road alignment, the designer can quickly

generate many paths. After developing the final vertical alignment, the designer

determines the appropriate location for a turnout, considering visibility, side slope,

and road grade.
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Figure 4.2. Optimized vertical alignment.
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Model Application

The model has been applied to design a single lane forest road with ditches.

The objective is to design a road alignment with the lowest total cost considering

construction and future maintenance and transportation costs, while conforming to

design specifications and environmental requirements. The study area is

approximately 55 hectares of predominantly forested land on the southern edge of the

Capitol State Forest in western Washington. The site is mountainous with elevation

varying from 270-355 meters and ground slope from 0-50 percent. The forest stand is

primarily 50-70 year-old second-growth conifers.

Data Preparation

The DEM data of the study area was from a LIDAR (Light Detection and

Ranging) data set collected (Aerotec, 1999) in western Washington. The random

points of LIDAR data were converted to a DEM data set by first filtering out all the

points from the ground points and then creating a triangulated irregular network

(TIN) from which the software (TerraScan, 1998) evaluates elevations at 1.0 meter

intervals. The elevation data are then used to represent the surface (Figure 4.3).

Airborne LIDAR is designed to measure variations in surface features and 3D

coordinates (X, Y, and elevation) of a passive target by using pulsed light. The

LIDAR system can separate and record different reflections from the ground. The

first pulse gives information on the top object while last pulse gives information on
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Figure 4.3. 3D image of the terrain.

the lowest object. The accuracy of each point on the ground is approximately 15 cm

in the vertical and 1.0 meter in the horizontal (Ahmed et al. 2000). Soil and hydrology

data were obtained from Washington Department of Natural Resources and added

into the attribute data set. Information for the soil layers was derived from the Private

Forest Land Grading system (PFLG, 1980) and subsequent soil surveys. PFLG was a

five-year mapping procedure completed in 1980 for the purpose of forestland

taxation. In order to register the soil type data onto the original data set in metric data

format, the original soil coverage data was rasterized using GIS tools (ERDAS

Imagine 1997 and Arclnfo 1998).
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According to the soil survey map compiled by the U.S. Department of

Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, and cooperating agencies (USDA, 1990),

there are four different soil types: (1) Olympic silt loam (5 to 20 percent slopes), (2)

Olympic silt loam (20 to 40 percent slopes), (3) Raught silt loam (30 to 65 percent

slopes), and (4) Eld loam. The hydrology layer of the study area, obtained from

WDNR, was compiled and processed by the GIS, Cartography and Photogrammetry

unit from 1992 through 1996 (WDNR, 1996). For sediment delivery predictions, a

digital geology map of Washington State was obtained from the Washington

Department of Natural Resources (Harris, 1998).

Road Design Specifications

The model was applied to two examples to illustrate the differences between

surface rock specifications. In Example A, a horizontal alignment is generated to

connect two known end points of a road section. Then, the vertical alignment with the

minimum total cost is found by using optimization techniques. In Example B, the

same horizontal alignment from the first example is repeated with different

specifications for surfacing material to investigate their effects on cost components,

road gradient, and sediment production. The specifications of the surfacing material

used in the model is illustrated in Table 4.1.

The road specifications common to both examples include road width, side

slopes, distance between road stations, elevations of beginning and ending point of

the road section, minimum horizontal curve radius, minimum length of vertical curve,

minimum value of the difference between grades for vertical curve requirement,



Table 4.1. Specifications for surfacing material used in the model application.
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minimum distance between curves, minimum and maximum road grades, minimum

distance between fill slope and stream channel, maximum cut and fill height, and

design speed (Table 4.2). The cost elements of road construction and maintenance are

determined based on the "Cost Estimate Guide For Road Construction Region 6"

prepared by the USDA Forest Service (1999). Wage rates are adjusted based on the

wage ratio and labor range tables in this cost guide.

Construction staking cost is computed based on the unit cost ($778/km) and

total road length in kilometers. The clearing and grubbing cost is estimated by

multiplying its unit cost ($3700/ha) by adjustment factors and clearing area in

hectares. Excavation, haul, embankment (placement and compaction) and disposal

costs are $1.61/m3, $1.3/m3-km, $0.58/m3, and $0. 1/m3, respectively. For borrow

material, these costs are $1.81/m3, $1.3/m3-km, $0.58/m3, and $0.1/m3, respectively.

Layers Example A Example B

Base Course Good quality rock (7.5 cm) Grade 10%: Pit run
Grade> 10%: Good quality

rock (7.5cm)

Traction Grade 16%: Finer traction Grade 10%: No Traction
Surface surface rock Surface

(2.5cm)
Grade> 16%: Traction surface Grade> 10%: Traction surface

rock (4cm) rock (4cm)



Table 4.2. Road design specifications for elements other than road surfacing.

Elements Value

Width of road 4 m

Side Slopes in common material Cut slope: 1:1
Fill slope: 1.5:1

Average length of each road stage 6 m

Elevation at the beginning point 322.31 m

Elevation at the ending point 343.33 m

Minimum curve radius 18 m

Minimum length of a vertical curve 15 m

Minimum value of differences between grades 5%

Minimum distance between curves 10 m

Minimum road grade ±2%

Maximum uphill road grade 16%

Maximum downhill road grade -12%

Minimum distance between fill slope and a stream 10 m

Maximum cut and fill height at centerline 2m

Design speed 55 km/hr
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The earthwork allocation is determined considering a borrow and a landfill

area located at the beginning of the road section. It is assumed that the capacities of

borrow and landfill areas are more than sufficient to satisfy any cut or fill

requirements. The estimated swell factor in haul and shrinkage factor in embankment

for the soil along the roadway are 1.4 and 0.75, respectively. For borrow material,

these factors are 1.2 and 0.9, respectively.

The earthwork volume is estimated using the average end-area method

(Hickerson, 1964). This method is generally used in the field of forest road design

due to its simplicity. The average end-area method tends to overestimate the volume

(Hickerson, 1964). The length of the road stage between two consecutive cross

sections is kept adequately short to compute the earthwork volume more accurately,

particularly in rough and mountainous terrain where the type of the cross-sections

change rapidly along the roadway. The model locates the cross-sections at more

frequent intervals (about 6 meters) to reduce this error.

The surfacing cost is estimated considering the type and required quantity of

the surfacing material and haul distance (10km). In the model, the rock size and the

depth of the aggregate surfacing (base course is 25cm and traction surface is 7-10 cm)

are determined based on the type of the subgrade soil along the roadway (Pearce,

1974). The quantity of surfacing material is computed using the length and width of

the road section, and surfacing depth. The unit cost (including purchasing, hauling,

processing, and testing costs) for various rock types is estimated as: pit run is

$3.92/m3, good quality base course rock (7.5cm) is $7.85/m3, traction surface rock
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(4cm) is $11.77/rn3, and finer traction surface rock (2.5cm) is $ 15.69/rn3. The riprap

cost is cornputed by multiplying the unit cost of riprap ($ 10/rn3) by the required

volume (m3) of rock used in riprap material.

Drainage cost is estirnated by multiplying the estirnated unit cost (material,

installation, elongation, treatment, and special item costs) per lineal meter of the

culvert ($25/lm) by the total culvert length used in the road section. The number of

required culverts is estimated using the guidelines of maximum culvert spacing by

soil erosion classes and average road grade (Pearce, 1974). Watering cost (including

purchasing and hauling) is computed based on the estimated unit cost of water

($3/kilo liter), the amount of water required for excavation (26 liter/rn3) and surfacing

operations (114 liter/rn3), and haul distance (30km). The minimum amount of

material used for seeding, fertilizing, and mulching are 30kg/ha, 150kg/ha, and

3000kr/ha, respectively. The total cost is estimated by multiplying the basic unit costs

of seeding ($.331kg), fertilizing ($0.08/kg), and mulching ($0.08/kg) by the amount of

materials used per hectare, the total project area (hectare), and the application cost

($550/ha).

Rock replacement is often computed depending on the timber volume

transported over the road (i.e. 2.5cm rock displacement for every 4500m3 timber

haul), road width, and length of the road stage. If the road stage is part of a horizontal

curve, the loss of the surfacing material is greater than the loss on a straight road

section due to increased traction requirements to provide cornering forces. The

blading cost is also computed depending on the average volume of haul (9000m3) that
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requires at least one blade maintenance operation, the unit cost of blading ($.3/m),

and the road length. The cost of maintaining culverts is computed by multiplying the

basic unit cost of maintaining a culvert ($15 per culvert) by the number of culverts

installed along the roadway. The cost of maintaining ditches and cleaning brush is

calculated depending on their basic unit costs, $.2/m and $25/m, respectively, and

length of the road stage to be maintained.

Vehicle performance is calculated in terms of travel speed, and average

acceleration and deceleration rates of a stinger type logging truck traffic. The effect of

gradient and curvature on truck travel time is considered for each road section. The

machine rate is divided into ownership, operating, and labor costs, assuming

equipment and production elements are not rented (Sessions, 1992). The fuel and tire

costs are computed separately and then added into the total transportation cost. In

order to compare the total costs for various routes, the present value of the future

maintenance and transportation costs are computed using a terminating periodic series

approach. It is assumed that approximately 2500 m3 of timber is hauled every five

years for 30 years.

The model estimates average annual volume of sediment delivered to a stream

from the road segments, using the method of a GIS based road erosionldelivery

model, SEDMODL (Boise Cascade Corporation, 1999). Road erosion factors

considered are geologic erosion rate, road surface type, traffic density, road width and

length, average road slope, average precipitation factor, distance between road and

stream, cut slope cover density, and cut slope height. The model investigates how
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sediment production responds to different surfacing materials and various road

gradients.

Example A

The road section has a length of approximately 300 meters with 44 stages. The

vertical road alignment that minimized the total cost located a 27m long vertical

curve and a horizontal curve with a radius of 45m (Figure 4.4). The road gradient

varied from 4% tol 1%. Good quality base course rock (7.5cm) was used to build up

the base course. On grades less than 16%, traction surface rock (4cm) was used to

build up the traction surface to a 8 cm depth. If the grade was greater than or equal to

3579111315171921232527293133353739414345
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Figure 4.4. Example A: Profile view showing road gradient and vertical alignment.
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16%, finer traction surface rock (2.5cm) was used to build up the traction surface to a

10 cm depth. Two hundred and two feasible solutions were identified during the

search process of the optimization technique (Figure 4.5). The lowest value of the

objective function was obtained at iteration 188 with the cost of $46.04/rn. Surfacing

cost (including riprap and watering costs) was the largest cost cornponent ($22/rn),

followed by rock replacernent ($7.5/rn) and earthwork ($5.7/rn) costs (Figure 4.6).

The average annual volurne of sedirnent delivered to a stream frorn the road section

was estirnated as 0.29 ton.

Minimum Cost: ,'
$46.04/rn

1 16 31 46 61 76 91 106 121 136 151 166 181 196

Iterations

Figure 4.5. Exarnple A: Feasible solutions during the search to identify the best
vertical alignment.
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CONSTRCUTION COST ($)

Earthwork Cost ($): 1620.41
Construction Staking Cost ($): 99.os
Clearing and Grubbing Cost (s): 589.60
Drainage Cost ($): 256.42
Seeding and Mulching Cost ($): 295.41
Surfacing Cost ($): 5408.41
Watering Cost ($): 770.99
Riprap Cost ($): 55.28

Construction Cost ($): 9106.58 ($32333/km)

MAINTENANCE COST ()

Rock Replacement Cost (s): 2055.79
Blading Cost ($): 59,80
CuIvertDftch, and Brush Cost ($): 802.30

I: Maintenance Cost ($): 2917.89 ($10360/km)

TRANSPORTATION COST ($)

Transportation Cost ($): 941.40 ($3342/km)

COST AND SEDIMENT SUMMARY

Total Cost ($): 12965.67
Total Road Length (m): 281,65
Unit Cost ($/m): 46.04 ($46035/km)

Total Sediment (tons/year): 0.29
Unit Sediment (ton/year-km): 1.03

Figure 4.6. Example A: The summary table indicating cost components and sediment.

Example B

The same horizontal alignment from Example A was repeated with different

specifications for surfacing material. The best vertical alignment that minimized the

total costs of construction, maintenance, and transportation was shown in Figure 4.7.
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Minimum Cost:
$27.50/rn
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1 16 31 46 61 76 91 106 121 136 151 166 181 196 211

Iterations

Figure 4.8. Example B: Feasible solutions during the search to identify the best
vertical alignment.

earthwork costs ($7/m), while using pit run for surfacing decreased the surfacing

($8.8/rn) and rock replacernent ($1/m) costs (Figure 4.9). The average annual volume

of sediment delivered to a stream from the road section decreased to 0.17 ton due to

reduced road gradient.

Results and Discussion

The unit costs for Example A and Example B were $46.04/rn and $27.5/m,

respectively. Total construction cost (Example A: $9107 and Example B: $5754) was

the largest cost component, followed by maintenance (Example A: $2918 and



FdeEdi Forrñati Fleip-

Earthwork Cost
Construction Staking Cost
Clearing and Grubbing Cost
Drainage Cost
Seeding and Mulching Cost
Surfacing Cost
Watering Cost
Riprap Cost

Construction Cost

CONSTRCUTION COST ($)

2004.83
100.10
599.74
225.57
307.63
179679
663.28
55.87

5753.81 ($20300/km)

MAINTENANCE COST ($)

Rock Replacement Cost ($): 269.42
Blading Cost ($): 50,17
Culvert,Ditch, and Brush Cost ($): 781.99

Maintenance Cost ($): 1111.58 ($3922/km)

TRANSPORTATION COST ($)

Transportation Cost ($): 929.13 ($3278/km)

COST AND SEDIMENT SUMMARY

Total Cost ($): 7794.52
Total Road Length (m): 283.43
Unit Cost ($/m): 27.50 ($27500/km)

Total Sediment (ton/year): 017
Unit Sediment (ton/year-km): 0.61

Figure 4.9. Example B: The summary table indicating cost components and sediment.

Example B: $1112) and transportation costs (Example A: $941 and Example B:

$929). In construction cost elements, earthwork allocation and surfacing costs were

the largest cost components. In Example A, surfacing cost (including riprap and

watering costs) was approximately 69 % of the total construction cost due to
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specifications for the surfacing material. In this example, good quality rock (7.5cm)

for base course and traction surface material (4cm) was chosen for every road stage

because of the road specifications. Surfacing cost was followed by earthwork

allocation cost, clearing and grubbing, seeding and mulching, drainage, and

construction staking costs (Figure 4.6). In Example B, where surface rock

requirements were more flexible, earthwork allocation cost increased to 35 % of the

total construction cost because the model reduced the road grade from 11% to 9% on

the initial road stages (i.e., from 1 to 14) to take advantage of pit run rock for the base

course. Traction surface was not employed since the road grade was less than 10%

along the roadway. The surfacing cost decreased to 44% of the total road cost (69% in

Example A). It was followed by clearing and grubbing, seeding and mulching,

drainage, and construction staking costs (Figure 4.9).

Rock replacement (7 1%) was the largest cost component of the total

maintenance cost in Example A. It was followed by the total cost of maintaining

culverts and ditches and removing brush, and blading cost (Figure 4.6). In Example

B, rock replacement cost decreased to 24% due to specifications for the surfacing

material. The total cost of maintaining culverts and ditches and removing brush

(70.5%) was the largest component of the total maintenance cost, followed by blading

cost (Figure 4.9). The total transportation costs for Example A and Example B were

$941 and $929, respectively. In Example B, reducing the road grade from 11% to 9%

(i.e., from road stage 1 to stage 14) increased the travel speed, therefore, the total

transportation cost in Example B was slightly less than that of Example A.
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The best solution involved adjusting the vertical alignment to keep grading

below 10 percent in Example B. By reducing the road gradient, the solution did not

require a vertical curve since the absolute value of the difference between grades was

not more than 5%. Besides, the road length in Example B was slightly longer than in

Example A. These factors increased earthwork allocation, construction staking,

clearing and grubbing, seeding and mulching, and blading costs, but decreased

surfacing, rock replacement, transportation, maintaining culvert and ditches and

removing brush, watering, drainage, and riprap costs. The results indicated that the

unit cost of sum of the construction, maintenance, and transportation costs in

Example B was 40% percent less than in Example A.

Sediment production was less in Example B. Even though the surfacing

factors for good quality rock were less than for pit run, the SEDMODL road slope

factor assigned to road segments with more than 10% grade was 2.5 times greater

than the road segments with a grade less than or equal to 10% (Boise Cascade

Corporation, 1999). Therefore, total annual sediment production in Example B was

41% less than the sediment production estimated in Example A.

Conclusions and Extensions

Forest road design involves simultaneous consideration of and tradeoffs

between construction costs, vehicle performance, road maintenance, and

environmental effects. The tradeoffs are not always obvious and vary depending upon

local availability of construction materials, road standards, and topography. The

decision support system, TRACER Version 1.0, has been developed to assist the road
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designer in developing a preliminary road design. The two road examples illustrate

the complexities involved with designing even a short section of road. Conventional

wisdom suggests that reducing earthwork through rolling the grades to fit the terrain

is often the best way to reduce environmental effects. In the examples shown, the

slightly longer road alignment using flatter grades and more earthwork yieldeda

lower total sediment load. The results from the two short examples shouldnot be

generalized. But, the examples are instructive in showing the tradeoffs that can

occur.

To evaluate the benefits and additional development requirements, TRACER

must move out of the office and must focus on applications to real problems.

Although development efforts have sought to capture the basic elements facing the

forest road designer, additional development will be required. For example, the

current version of TRACER allows optimization of the vertical alignment, but future

versions will need to consider shifts the horizontal alignment in steep terrain where

full bench construction is necessary.

TRACER is a prototype. Its strengths are that it can simultaneously consider

tradeoffs that are difficult for the designer to do manually. Its optimization algorithm

is flexible enough to accommodate other objective functions, technical relationships

between design variables and environmental factors, and different cost relationships.

Advancements in computer hardware, remote sensing technologies, and optimization

algorithms have created the technical base, which may make a decision support

system for forest road design feasible.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

The design of a road between two end points of known locations and

elevations is a function of physical, economical, and environmental factors. The

solution of this problem normally involves similar stages for both highway and forest

roads. A synthesis of the existing optimal route location systems has been presented,

and then a 3D forest road alignment optimization model, TRACER, has been

described. Finally, application of the model is illustrated by a numerical example.

The early automated vertical alignment selection models were based on

generating a smoothed elevation using various techniques. In these models, design

controls such as maximum gradient were not addressed. The optimum curvature

principle has been used to generate the curvature of an optimum highway location.

Dynamic programming (DP) has also been used for solving two-dimensional and

three-dimensional alignment problems. This allows the designer to use more complex

cost functions to determine optimum alignment. In a three-dimensional DP highway

route selection model, both the optimal horizontal and vertical alignments are

determined simultaneously. However, for large problems with an infinite number of

alignment solutions, there is little chance of selecting the best path that minimizes the

total costs due to possible excessive data storage space and computer processing time.

The mass diagram has been commonly used in highway design, as well as in

forest road design, to balance the quantities of cut and fill. However, its performance
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is limited where: 1) hauling costs are not linearly proportional to the hauling distance,

2) soil characteristics vary along the roadway, 3) and additional quantities of material

are required to be borrowed from borrow areas or wasted at landfill areas. Various

optimization models have been developed for the earthwork allocation problem to

overcome the limitations of the mass diagram and improve the accuracy of the

estimates. Linear programming has been used in several studies to plan the movement

of earthwork and to select the roadway grades that minimize the cost of earthwork.

This method provides the designer with a global minimum cost for earthwork

allocation.

Many systems using optimization techniques have been developed for optimal

route location and earthwork allocation problems in the field of highway design.

However, the systems currently available for forest road design are not intended to

make computer-aided design judgments such as: 1) automated generation of

alternative grade lines, 2) best fitting vertical alignment for minimizing earthwork, 3)

minimizing the total cost of construction, maintenance, and transportation, and 4)

aiming for least environmental impact. They are generally used as a tool to make the

mathematical calculations required to do basic manual road design.

In recent years, advances in the processing speed and real-time rendering and

viewing of high-resolution three dimensional (3D) graphics on microcomputers have

made it possible to locate a route interactively on a 3D display of a ground surface

generated by a high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM) LIDAR (Light

Detection and Ranging) is one of the fastest growing systems that provide high-



resolution and accurate DEM data. The accuracy of each point on the ground is

approximately 15 cm in the vertical, and 1.0 meter in the horizontal (Ahmed et al.

2000).

In this thesis, a three-dimensional forest road alignment optimization model,

TRACER Version 1.0, aided by an interactive computer system, has been developed

to help the designer with a rapid evaluation of alternatives for the most economical

path selection problem. The objective is to design a path with the lowest sum of

construction, and future maintenance and transportation costs, while conforming to

design specifications, environmental requirements, and driver safety. The model

considers costs of construction, maintenance, and transportation. Additional costs that

can be expressed quantitatively can be included in the model.

Although optimization methods have been used in highway design, this model

is not developed to be used in highway design for several reasons. The design

parameters for forest roads such as allowable road grade, horizontal and vertical

curve constraints, design speed, vehicle type, traffic density, pavement requirements,

and environmental concerns are defined differently in highway design (Layton,

2000). Also, according to public and private highway design engineers (Crossler

2001, and Bauman and Luebers 2001), unlike forest road projects limited primarily

by the total construction cost, recent highway projects are limited by political,

socioeconomic, and environmental constraints. Therefore, using the optimization

techniques to minimize total cost is less important in modern day highway designs.
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The designer generates the initial road alignment by tracing the possible paths

using a computer cursor on the 3D image of the terrain, satisfying the constraints. The

model generates alternative road alignments by a neighborhood search, adjusting the

vertical alignment to find the best alignment that minimizes the sum of construction,

maintenance and transportation costs. It potentially considers all technically feasible

grades within the specified elevation ranges of the intersection points of the vertical

alignment. This is done using a combinatorial optimization technique (Simulated

Annealing), which is easy to implement and usually provides reasonable solutions to

many combinatorial optimization problems after calibrating the algorithm parameters.

For each alternative vertical alignment, the model calculates cross-sections,

earthwork volumes, and sediment delivery, and minimizes earthwork costs. Linear

programming (LP) is used to determine the economic distribution of cut and fill

quantities. The model considers possible borrow and landfill areas and various soil

characteristics with different swell and shrinkage factors. The global minimum cost of

earthwork allocation can be reached using LP. This model assumes that the unit costs

of earthwork are constant.

To identify road segments with a high potential for delivering sediment to

streams, the model estimates average annual volume of sediment using the

methodology of a GIS based road erosion/delivery system, SEDMODL (Boise

Cascade Corporation, 1999). When the designer interprets the results of annual

sediment predictions, there are a number of limitations of the model that should be

kept in mind. It is assumed that all roads are in-slope with ditch, and the roads are
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over two years old. The model is highly sensitive to accuracy of the attribute data

(stream, soil etc.) and road template information (road length, cut slope, etc.).

The majority of the computation time in the process is spent on earthwork

allocation using linear prograniming. The computation is mainly affected by the

number of cut and fill sections. However, many of the vertical alignment alternatives

are eliminated due to one or more constraints. Therefore, the model has a reasonable

computation time for each run.

The model relies on DEM and attribute data (soil, stream etc.) to display and

render terrain information, using GIS technologies. Resolution and accuracy of the

data directly affects the performance of the model LIDAR (Light Detection and

Ranging), one of the fastest growing systems in the field, can provide high-resolution

and accurate DEM data. Available GIS data in forested areas do not represent the

actual ground condition with high accuracy; however, the quality of GIS data showed

improve as GIS technologies advance.

The model was applied to an actual road location problem in the Capitol State

Forest in western Washington. The verification of the model is limited since no other

techniques have been applied to the same problem. To improve the performance of

the model in the future, the solution obtained from the model should be further tested

by comparing it with current forest road design systems for the same area.

The model has several limitations and opportunities for further development.

It is assumed that the unit costs of earthwork are constant. When there is a case where

the unit costs vary with the quantity of the cut and fill, the model can be enhanced
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using the available methods that consider such a case (Easa 1988b. and Christian et

al. 1988). The cross-sections used to set the road on the ground profile are cut and fill,

through cut, and through fill sections. The current state of the model does not allow

the designer to generate full bench type cross-section since the horizontal alignment is

fixed, once the station points are located along the roadway. Future work to optimize

horizontal alignment automatically that allow using the full bench type cross-section

should be considered.

The model is not intended to compute the total water discharge along the

roadway, therefore, it is not providing the designer with the most appropriate culvert

locations or culvert size. TRACER is not intended to provide a final road location, but

this model can be enhanced by integrating it with GPS extensions to help the designer

evaluate the model solutions on the ground. Future work could also provide

refinements to the graphic interface, optimization of the horizontal alignment, and

additional options for cut and waste areas within the road prism including more

flexibility in the location of turnouts.

TRACER is not intended to provide a designer with a decision tool that

locates the final route alignment, but a decision support tool that helps a designer with

quick evaluation of alternatives. It is anticipated that this decision support tool

networked with following features can contribute to better road design in terms of

minimizing costs and environmental damage: 1) advanced features of sophisticated

computer software languages to display and render high-resolution 3D images of the

terrain in real-time on personal computers (PCs), 2) Geographic Information System
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(GIS) techniques to store, analyze and display spatial data, 3) modern optimization

techniques to minimize earthwork allocation cost using linear programming and to

optimize vertical alignment using a heuristic technique, and 4) improved data sources

for generating high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM) using the latest

technology of Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR).
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APPENDIX 1. Displaying and Rendering 2D and 3D Image of the Terrain

TRACER uses graphics routines from NewCyber3D (2002) to display high-

resolution 2D (Figure Al-i) and 3D (Figure Ai-2) images of the terrain in real-time,

based on DEM and attribute data files. It computes 3D coordinates of points picked

by mouse interactively on the scene for 3D route design. The model has various

display features such as navigation control, birdview, and real-time

flythroughlwalkthrough.

13 -.
Scene ProjectIon Fm VIeW Path He

Ready

Figure Al-i. 2D image of the terrain.
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The model also supports real-time 3D stereo display and stereo image

composition. To generate stereo scenes, the model has used above-below stereo

display format, which requires liquid-crystal glasses and an infrared emitter that

connects the glasses to standard graphic card. In order to be compatible with this

format, graphic programming must run full-screen. In this format, above and below

images ase squeezed top to bottom by a factor of two (Figure A 1-3).

At the standard 60 fields per second, scanning each image takes half the

duration of an entire field. Using a monitor operating at 120 fields per second, each

i

Scene Display Pro jecbon F'ying View Path Help

Ready

Figure A1-2. 3D image of the terrain.
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Figure A 1-3. 2D images of the terrain squeezed in above-below display format.

eye (wearing the liquid-crystal glasses) sees 60 fields of image per second, while the

other 60 fields are prepared for the other eye, therefore, when the right eye sees an

image, the left eye does not, and vice versa (Lipton, L. and L. Meyer, 1984).
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The required safe stopping distances for various road surface types with

different braking coefficients can be obtained from AASHTO (1990). There is no

specific value for g in determining the SSD on a vertical curve (AASITTO, 1990). It

is generally suggested to use a grade between zero percent and a small negative grade

(e.g. 3%) (Mannering and Kilareski, 1990).

In determining a feasible curve length, crest and sag vertical curves are

considered separately based on the assumption that whether the curve length is

greater or less than the SSD. Equations A2-2 and A2-3 indicate the formulation for

length of the crest vertical curve as follows based on SSD (AASITTO, 1990):

Lv -1= 2SSD A2-2.
As-i

when safe stooping distance is greater than the curve length (Figure A2- 1), or:

AI-iSSD2Lv i-
404

when safe stopping distance is less than the curve length (Figure A2-2).

A2-1.

A2-3.
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APPENDIX 2. Determining the Length of a Vertical Curve

In determining a feasible curve length, crest and sag vertical curves are

considered separately based on the assumption that whether the curve length is

greater or less than the SSD. Safe stopping distance, SSD, is computed using Equation

A2-1 (AASITTO, 1990). In this equation, V is the design speed (kilometer per hour),

tr is perception/reaction time of the driver in second (generally 2.5 seconds),f is the

coefficient of vehicle braking friction, and g is the road grade in decimal percent.



Driver's
eye level

G2%

Figure A2-1. SSD is greater than t the length of a vertical curve.

i-2

Driver's
eye level

Figure A2-2. SSD is less than t the length of a vertical curve.

The length of a sag curve, for a required SSD, is formulated in Equations A2-

4 and A2-5 as follows (AASHTO, 1990):

Lv -1= 2SSD 122 + 3.5SSD

Ai-i

when safe stopping distance is greater than the curve length, or:

A-iSSD2Lv i-
122+3.5SSD

SSD

when safe stopping distance is less than the curve length.

G1%

A2-4.

A2-5.
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APPENDIX 3. Safe Stopping Distance on a Horizontal Curves

The safe stopping distance is computed using Equation A2-1 in which the

limiting speed of the vehicle around the horizontal curve, V, can be formulated

considering vehicle weight, side friction force, centrifugal force, curve radius, side

friction coefficient, and super elevation. Equation A3-1 is the simplified form of this

formulation (Mannering and Kilareski, 1990).

V =11.25VRi-i(fs+e) A3-1.

wheref is the coefficient of side friction and e is the super elevation of the horizontal

curve if it exists.

The AASFITO (1990) standards require that a driver should be able to see

from an eye height of 1070 millimeters (about 3.5 feet) and stop before hitting an

object of 150 millimeters (about 0.5 feet) at the mid-ordinate if a cut slope obstructs

the line of sight on the horizontal curve. The general rule of the safe stopping distance

around a horizontal curve is that the middle ordinate distance, Ms, must be visually

clear, so that the available safe stopping distance is sufficient for the driver's line of

sight (AASHTO, 1990). The equation for the middle ordinate of a simple horizontal

curve is (Mannering and Kilareski, 1990):

r (9ossD1Ms = Ri 1cost ii A3-2.
[ rR)]

where R is the design curve radius minus the half of the road width (Figure A3).



Road
Centerline

Driver's
Line of Sight

Figure A3. Safe stopping distance on a horizontal curve.
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Gs = -1+ arctan

where X and Y. are the coordinates of the stream point.

Y

Ys-1

Ys

I
- -

jXsXsiI

xs

Figure A4. Elements of stream-crossing angle.

x
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APPENDIX 4. Stream Crossing Angle

The stream-crossing angle, Gs, is computed using the horizontal angle of the

road section, j (Equation 10), and the two consecutive stream points (s and s-i) that

road section crosses between them. EquationA4 is used to compute Gs based on the

specific conditions in Figure A4: X1>X, Xj1<X1, Xj<X, Y> Y-<Y, Y-j>Y.

A4.
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parameter for numbering the station points along the vertical curve. X and Z axis

represent the horizontal and vertical coordinates at any station point on the vertical

curve. The coordinates of the station points (X and Yr,) are computed using the

coordinates of the beginning point, the horizontal angle of the initial tangents, 13j2, the

road grade on the initial tangent, G2, and the rate of change in grade, r. The value of

r is positive in a sag curve and negative in a crest curve.

Equations AS-i and AS-2 are the formulations for the coordinates of the first

and the second station points, v and v+i, respectively. The elevation of the station

point, Z, is computed using the standard parabolic formula (Hickerson, 1964).

X,1 = BVCxj + cos(/32)l

Y=1 = BVCy.1 + sin(/32)l

= BVCz11 + Gj21v + (r(lv)2/2) AS-i.

for the first point, v, and:

X,2 X,1 + cos(/32)l

= Y1 + sin(fl12)l

Z2 = BVCz11 + G2lv + (r(lv)2/2) AS-2.

for the second point on the curve, v+i.The coordinates of the following station points

are computed using the same method.

The control point of the horizontal curve is located based on the layout elements

including curve radius, the coordinates of the beginning point, the horizontal angle of

the initial tangents, f312, the road grade on the curve, Gcj (Equation 13), and the

degree of curve, d, which subtends a user-defined chord length, C. Figure AS-2



Y

Rit

Figure A5-2. Layout elements of a horizontal circular curve (right-centered).

indicates layout elements of a circular horizontal curve. The degree of curve is

formulated in the following equation (Hickerson, 1964).

d
C180°

A5-3.
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In order to describe the method used to calculate the coordinates of the station

points (X,, Y,, and Z,) around the horizontal curve, the calculation for the first and the

second points are presented in Equations A5-4 and A5-5 based on the specific

geometric condition in Figure A5-2. In this figure, fl12 happens to be equal to 4i/2. h

is the parameter for numbering the station points, and 0 at the beginning curve point.

X,1 = PCx1j + cos(/32 - (d/2))C

Y,1 = PCy1j + sin(/32 - (d/2))C

Zh=1 = PCz1j + GcC

for the first point, h, and:

X,2 = + cos(/3j2 - (d+d/2))C

Yh=2 = Y,1 + sin(/3J2 - (d+d/2))C

Z12 = Z11 + GcjC

A5-4.

A5-5.

for the second point on the curve, h+1.

The coordinates of the following station points are computed using the same

method. The coordinates of the center point (CPx1 and Cpy1) is also computed for

each horizontal curve. Equation A5-6 indicates the formulation of CPx1 and Cpyi,

using the curve radius, angle 2 in degree, and coordinates of the beginning point.

CPx1i = PCx1i + cos(2)R11

CPyj = PCyj - sin(2)R11 A5-6.

The model also records if the horizontal curve is right-centered (Figure A5-2),

or left-centered. The coordinates of the two consecutive station points, on straight

roadways are computed in Equations A5-7 and A5-8, respectively, based on the



specified conditions in Figure A5-3, in which t is the parameter for numbering the

stations points on tangents and 1 is the horizontal distance between station points.

Xj = X2 + cos(/3j)l

Yt=J = Y2 + sin(flj.j)l

Zj = Z2 + Gjl

for the first point, t, and:

Xt2 Xj + cos(/331)l

Yt2 = Yr12 + sin(/331)l

Z2 = Zj + G1l

for the second point on the tangent, t+1.

Figure A5 -3. Layout elements of a straight roadway (tangent).

A5-7.

A5-8.
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Zdeml + Zdem2 + Zdem3 + Zdem4
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x

Figure A6. Estimation of the ground elevation at a station point.
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APPENDIX 6. Extracting Ground Elevations from the DEM

The ground elevation of any point (Zg) on the terrain can be computed as a

function of X and Y coordinates of this point based on the DEM data file. The model

searches through the DEM file and locates the elevation point (Zdeml) that is the

nearest to the point under consideration (Figure A6). Then, it locates other three

elevation points to each side of this point and computes an average ground elevation

of the terrain around the station point by evaluating the nearest elevation point and

other points (Equation A6).

A6.

A

Zdeip2 Zdeml.
Zg

. I

Zde Zdem4
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APPENDIX 7. Determining Cross Section Types

The cross sections used to set the road on the ground profile are cut and fill,

through cut, and through fill sections (Figure A7-1). The current state of the model

does not allow the designer to generate full bench type cross section since the

horizontal alignment is fixed, once the station points are located along the roadway.

The model determines the cross section types using a crowned type road surface

(Figure A7-2) with two ditches as a measuring device.

In this figure, RRDz and RLDz are the road elevations at the right ditch point

and left ditch point, respectively, while GRDz and GLDz are the ground elevations at

the these points, respectively. The ditch depth, hd, and ditch slope, g, are defined by

the designer. The ditch length, id, is then equal to hd/gd. if a ditch relief culvert needs

to be located, the model also designs the catch basin to allow access for cleaning. The

catch basins should be constructed with a minimum bottom width of 1 meter.

The model computes the road elevations RRDz and RLDz using the elevation

at the centerline (4), roadbed width, RBW, road surface slope, grin percent, and ditch

dimensions (Equation A7-1). If the road stage is located on a right-centered

horizontal curve, the model adds the curve widening to the right roadbed width.

RRDz =4- grRB Wr - hd

RLDz =4- grRBW1 - hd A7- 1.

Using the DEM data, the ground elevations at the ditch points are computed as

a function of their X and Y coordinates. Figure A7-3 shows the plan view of a sample

cross section for a road stage located on a straight roadway. In this figure, RDx and
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GLDz RLDz GRDz <RRDz

Cut and Fill Cross Section

GLDz

RLDz RRDz

GLDz RLDz GRDz RRDz

Through Cut Cross Section

GRDz

GLDz <RLDz GRDz <RRDz

Through Fill Cross Section

Figure A7-1. The types of cross sections.
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Figure A7-2. A crowned type road surface used as a scale in the model.
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Figure A7-3. Geometry of a cross section on a straight roadway (tangent).
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RDy represent the coordinates of the right ditch point, while LDx and LDy represent

the coordinates of the left ditch point. The coordinates of ditch points are:

RDx = X + cos(Ø)(RBWr+ld)

RDy =Y, - sin(Ø)(RBWr+ld)

LDx = X - cos(Ø)(RBWr+ld)

LDy =Y + sin(Ø)(RBWr+ld) A7-2.

For the road stages located on a horizontal curve, the model considers the

curve widening, CW, due to offtracking (Appendix 10) and clearing the middle

ordinate distance for SSD (Appendix 11). The plan view of a sample cross section

located around the horizontal curve is indicated in Figure A7-4. In this figure, the

LDy

Y
p

RDy

CPyi-1

Y
A

--r

-4

p-i

Left
Ditch

4

RBW1+ld

p+1

RBWr+CW+ld

Right
Ditch

Figure A7-4. Geometry of a cross section on a right centered horizontal curve.

Curve
Center

x
LDx xp RDx CPxi-I



horizontal angle qis computed using the coordinates of the current station point

under consideration and the coordinates of the curve center:

= arctan
7CPyi_i-Yp'

- Xp1

then, the coordinates of ditch points are computed as follows:

RDx X, + cos(o)(RBWr+CW+ld)

RDy =Y - sin(p)(RBWr+CW+ld)

LDx = X, - cos(o)(RBWr+ld)

LDy =Y, + sin(o)(RBWr+ld)

A7-3.

A7-4.
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APPENDIX 8. Computing Cut and Fill Areas on Cross Sections

After determining the cross section types (Appendix 7), the cross sections are

located and associated total cut and fill areas are computed on each station point. The

model first divides the cross section area into five sections (right road side, left road

side, cut slope, fill slope, and ditch) and evaluates them separately. Figure A8-1 and

Figure A8-2 indicate the plan and profile view of a sample cut and fill cross section.

Y
A Centerline

Ditch

Cut
4,+- Slope

S

Figure A8-1. Plan view of the cut and fill cross section.

z
A

Ditch

Fill
Left Side i Right Side Slope

Left Road
Side

Right Road
Side

Figure A8-2. Profile view of the cut and fill cross section.

Fill
Slope

.
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Figure A8-3. Cut and fill areas on right road side.
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Right Road Side:

The model divides the right road side into lateral subsections by a specified

length, (e.g. 1 meter) as shown in Figure A8-3. In this figure, it is assumed that

the road width is 4 meters and half of the road width is 2 meters in both sides. The

model first compares the ground elevation, Zg, and road elevation, Z,,, at the

centerline (station point p). There are three cases that might occur:

Case 1: If Zg >4,, three sub cases occur based on the comparison between ground

elevation (Ligz) and the road elevation (Liz) at the first lateral point (Li).

(1) The model first computes Ligz and Liz. Ligz is computed as a function of

X and Y coordinates of Li based on DEM and the specific geometric

conditions in Figure A8-1:

Lix = X,, + Lb

Liy = Y A8-1.

p Li RRE

Right
Centerline Road Edge
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Then, the model computes Liz in the following equation using road

surface grade (gr) and Lb:

Liz =4, + grLsub A8-2.

If Ligz > Liz, the cut area is computed as follows:

Cut Area = L5b(Zg - 4)72 + LSb(Ligz - Liz)/2 A8-3.

If Ligz Liz, the model computes the cut area as follows:

Cut Area = LUb(Zg - Z)/2 A8-4.

If Ligz <Liz, the cut and fill areas occur as indicated in Figure A8-4. The

model first computes the distance x using the following equality:

x LlzLlgz

Zg

Lsubx ZgpZp

x= Lsb(L1zL1gz)

(Liz - Llgz) + (Zgp - Z)

z

x -*

Fill
Area

Liz

Figure A8-4. Case 1: Cut and fill area on right road side.

A8-5.

LSUb

Ligz
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then, the model competes the cut and fill areas separately using the following

equations:

Cut Area = (Lb-x)(Zg - 4)12 A8-6.

Fill Area = (x)(Liz - Ligz)/2 A8-7.

The cut and fill area of the next subsection from Li to right road edge is

computed using the same method.

Case 2: If Zg = Z, the following three sub cases occur:

If Ligz > Liz, the model computes the cut area as follows:

Cut Area = Lb(Ligz - Liz)12 A8-8.

If Ligz = Liz, there is no cut or fill area occur.

If Ligz <Liz, the model computes the fill area as follows:

Fill Area Lb(Liz - Ligz)12 A8-9.

Case 3: If Zg <Z,,, the following three sub cases occur:

(1) If Ligz > Liz, the cut and fill areas occur as indicated in Figure A8-5. The

model first computes the distance x using the following equality:

x LigzLiz
Lsubx ZpZgp

x= Lsub(LigzLiz)
(Ligz - Liz) + (Z - Zgp)

then, the cut and fill areas are computed as follows:

CutArea = (x)(LigzLiz)12

Fill Area = (Lsubx)(Zp - Zg)/2

A8-iO.

A8-ii.

A8-12.
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Figure A8-5. Case 3: Cut and fill area on right road side.

If Ligz = Liz, the model computes the fill area as follows:

Fill Area = Lb(Z - Zg)/2 A813.

If Ligz <Liz, the fill area, consisting of two triangles, is:

Fill Area = Lb(Z - Zg)/2 + Lb(Liz - Ligz)/2 A8-14.

Left Road Side:

In the left road side, the model uses the same method used for the right road

side. The illustration of the left road side is in Figure A8-6.

Ditch Section:

The model first computes the ground elevation, LREg, and road elevation,

LREZ, at the left road edge (LRE) (Figure A8-7). LREZ is computed as follows:

LREZ = Z - gRBW/2 A8-15.
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Figure A8-7. Cut and fill areas on ditch section.

then, the cut area, consisting of two triangles, is computed using the following

equation:

Cut Area = Ld(GLDZ - RLDz)/2 + Ld(LREg - LRE)/2 A8-18.

If GLDz = RLDz, the model computes the cut area as follows:

Cut Area Ld(GLDZ - RLDz)/2 A8-19.

If GLDz <RLDz, the cut and fill areas occur as indicated in Figure A8-8.

The model first computes the distance x using the following equality:

Ditch
Surface
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x LlgzLlz
Li - x RLDz - GLDz

x= Li(LlgzLlz)
(Llgz - Liz) + (RLDz - GLDz)

A8-20.
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LREgz
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Figure A8-8. Case 1: Cut and fill area on ditch section.

then, the model computed the cut and fill areas separately using the following

equations:

Cut Area = (x)(Llgz - Llz)/2 A8-21.

Fill Area = (Ld-x)(RLDZ - GLDz)/2 A8-22.

Case 2: If LREg = LREZ, the following three sub cases occur:

If GLDz > RLDz, the model computes the cut area as follows:

Cut Area = Ld(GLDZ - RLDz)/2 A8-23.

If GLDz = RLDz, there is no cut or fill area occur.

If GLDz <RLDz, the model computes the fill area as follows:

Fill Area = Ld(RLDZ - GLDz)/2 A8-24.
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Case 3: If LREg < LREZ, three sub cases occur based on the comparison between

ground elevation (GLDz) and the road elevation (RLDz) at the left ditch (RLD).

(1) If GLDz > RLDz, the cut and fill areas occur as indicated in Figure A8-9.

The model first computes the distance x using the following equality:

x LREz - LREgz
La - x GLDz - RLDz

x La(LREz - LREgz)

(LREz - LREgz) + (GLDz - RLDz)

then, the cut and fill areas are computed as follows:

Fill Area = (x)(LREz - LREgz)/2

Cut Area = (Ld-X)(GLDZ - RLDz)/2

(2) If GLDz = RLDz, the model computes the fill area as follows:

Fill Area = Ld(LREZ - LREgz)/2

z

Figure A8-9. Case 3: Cut and fill area on ditch section.

A8-25.

A8-28.
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(3) If GLDz <RLDz, the fill area, consisting of two triangles, is computed as

follows:

Fill Area = Ld(RLDZ - GLDz)/2 + Ld(LRE - LREg)/2 A 8-29.

If ditch relief culvert is located to carry roadway runoff from the ditch, the

model considers a catch basin in the ditch. A catch basin is constructed with a

minimum bottom width, CBW (e.g. 1 meter), between ditch point, RLD, and left cut

slope point, LCS. Figure A8-1O indicates the minimum dimensions for a catch basin

in the ditch.

The model first compares the ground elevation, GLDz, and road elevation,

RLDz, at the ditch point (RLD). There are two cases that might occur:

Case 1: If GLDz > RLDz, three sub cases occur based on the comparison between

ground elevation (GLCz) and road elevation (RLCz) at the first cut slope point (RLC).

z
A 4-- CBW -+

Figure A8-1O. Cut and fill areas on the catch basin.
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The model first computes GLCz and RLCz. RLCz is assumed to be equal

to RLDz. GLCz is computed as a function of X and V coordinates of RLC

based on DEM and the specific geometric conditions in Figure A8-1:

RLCx = RLDx - CBW

RLCy=RLDy A8-30.

If GLCz > RLCz, the cut area, consisting of two triangles, is:

Cut Area = GB W(GLDz-RLDz)/2 + CBW(GLCzRLCz)12 A8-3 1.

If GLCz = RLCz, the model computes the cut area as follows:

Cut Area = CBW(GLDz - RLDz)12 A8-32.

If GLCz <RLCz, the cut and fill areas occur as indicated in Figure A8-1 1.

The model first computes the distance x using the following equality:

x GLDz - RLDz

GBWx RLGzGLGz

GBW(GLDzRLDz)
(GLDz - RLDz) + (RLGz - GLGz)

GLDz

Figure A8- 11. Case 1: Cut and fill area on a catch basin.

A8-33.

Cut
Area

RLCz S RLDz
Fill
Area x -*

GLCz CBW
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then, the model computes the cut and fill areas separately using the following

eauations:

Cut Area = (x)(GLDz - RLDz)/2 A8-34.

Fill Area = (CBW-x)(RLCz - GLCz)/2 A8-35.

Case 2: If GLDz = RLDz, the following three sub cases occur:

GLCz > RLCz, the model computes the cut area as follows:

Cut Area = CB W(GLCz - RLCz)/2 A8-36.

If GLCz = RLCz, there is no cut or fill area occur.

If GLCz <RLCz, the model computes the fill area as follows:

Fill Area = CB W(RLCz - GLCz)/2 A8-37.

Cut Slope:

The model divides the cut slope into lateral subsections by a specified length, L5b,

(e.g. 1 meter) as shown in Figure A8-12. At each cut slope point, RLC, it compares

the ground elevation, GLCz, and cut slope elevation, RLCz. If the ground elevation is

greater than the cut slope elevation, the model moves to the next subsection.

Otherwise, it stops the iteration and computes the total cut area. In Figure A8-12, g is

the grade on the cut slope in percent and h is the cut slope height. The model first

determines the grade on the cut slope and maximum cut slope height, Maxh, based

on the soil type data stored in the attribute data file. Cut and fill slopes should be

constructed depending on the available soil and rock types on the cross sections.

The model compares the ground elevation, GLDz, and road elevation, RLDz,

at the ditch point (RLD). There are two cases that might occur:
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Cut Catch
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Cut Slope
Surface
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Figure A8-12. Cut and fill areas on cut slope section.

Case 1: If GLDz > RLDz, three sub cases occur based on the comparison between

ground elevation (GLC1z) and the road elevation (RLC1z) at the first lateral point on

the cut slope (RLC1).

(1) The model first computes GLC1z and RLC1z. GLC1z is computed as a

function of X and Y coordinates of RLC1 based on DEM:

RLC1x = RLDx - Lllb

RLC1yRLDy A8-38.

then, the model computes RLC1z using cut slope grade, g, and L11b:

RLC1z = RLDz + gL11b A8-39.

If GLC1z > RLC1z, the cut area is computed as follows:

Cut Area = Lsub(GLC1Z-RLC1Z)/2 +L11b(GLDzRLDz)/2 A8-40.

Ditch

180
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If GLCJz = RLCJz, the model computes the cut area as follows:

Cut Area = Lb(GLDzRLDz)/2 A8-41.

then, the model stops the iteration and computes the total cut area.

If GLCJz < RLCJz, it stops the iteration and computes the total cut area.

The cut area of the next subsections is computed using the same method.

Case 2: If GLDz = RLDz, the following three sub cases occur:

If GLCJz > RLCJz, the cut area is computed as follows:

Cut Area = Lb(GLC1z-RLC1z)/2 A8-42.

If GLCJz = RLCJz, there is no cut occurs.

If GLCJz < RLCJz, it stops the iteration and computes the total cut area.

Penalty Costs on Cut Slopes:

If h is greater than the maximum cut slope height, Maxh, the model first

considers increasing the grade of the cut slope, g, to a user-defined value of

maximum grade, Maxg. If h becomes less than or equal to Maxh, the model

considers locating curtain fence over the cut slope and computes its cost as a penalty

cost (Figure A8-13). The area of the fence is computed based on the fence width (cut

slope length, L) and length of the road stage, L, between two consecutive station

points. The model estimates the cost of the fence by multiplying the fence area by a

user-defined unit cost of the fence, Cfence in square meters.

Fence Cost = LcLrCfence A8-43.

After increasing the cut slope, if h is still greater than Maxh, the model

considers constructing retaining wall. To compute cost of the wall, as a penalty cost,



z

Figure A8-13. Locating curtain fence over the cut slope.

the model first computes the total wall volume, Vwaii, and multiples it by a user-

defined unit cost of the wall, Cwaii in cubic meters. Figure A8-14 indicates the

geometry of the T-shape cantilever wall used in the model. In this figure, steam

height, Ifs, is computed as follows:

= (GLDz-RLDz)-D A8-44.

where D is a user-defined value for the minimum depth of the wall (e.g. 2 meters) in

the ground. The thickness of the stem at the top, T, is usually at least 200 millimeters

(Kramer, 1997). A minimum thickness of 300 millimeters is considered for footing,
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Figure A8-14. Geometry of a retaining wall.
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T1. The stem thickness at the base, Tb, is estimated to be equal to T1. The footing

thickness is assumed to be 8 % of H.Therefore, the variables are:

H = T/O.08

H=H-T1 A8-45.

The base length, Lb, is computed using Equation A8-46 (Kramer, 1997)

developed for a simple special case without surchage.

Li, = l.5/kaHw2 /3 A8-46.

where ka, coefficient of active pressure, is computed based on the angle of internal

friction, 0 (Retaining Wall Design, 19XX):

ka
1 sin 0
1+ sin 0

A8-47.
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The angle of internal friction is approximated based on the soil type. For

example, Øis estimated as 30 degree for dry and dense silt type soil (Kramer, 1997).

Total wall volume, Vwaii, is computed using the total wall cross section area and

length of the road segment:

Stem Area = (T + Tb)H12

Footing Area = T1 Lb

Vwaii (Stem Area + Footing Area)Lr A848.

then the model estimates the cost of the wall by multiplying the wall volume by a

user-defined unit cost of the wall, Cwaii in cubic meters.

Wall Cost = Vwaii Cwaii A8-49.
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Figure A8-15. Cut and fill areas on fill slope section.
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Fill Slope:

In the fill slope, the model uses the same method used for the cut slope

(Figure A8-15). The model divides the fill slope into lateral subsections. At each fill

slope point, RRF, it compares the ground elevation, GLFz, and fill slope elevation,

RRFz. If the ground elevation is less than the cut slope elevation, the model moves to

the next subsection. Otherwise, it stops the iteration and computes the total fill area.

In Figure A8-15, gf is the grade on the fill slope in percent and hf is the fill slope

height. The model determines the grade on the fill slope and maximum cut slope

height, Maxhf, based on the soil type data stored in the attribute data file.

Right
Road Edge
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The model first computes the ground elevation, GREz, and road elevation,

RREz, at the right road edge point (RRE). RREz is computed as follows:

RREz = Z + grRBW/2 A8-50.

then, GREz is computed as a function of X and Y coordinates of RRE based on DEM

and the specific geometric conditions in Figure A8-l:

RREx=X +RBW/2

RREy = Y A8-51.

The model compares the ground elevation, GREz, and road elevation, RREz,

at the right road edge point (RRE). There are two cases that might occur:

Case 1: If GREz = RREz, the following three sub cases occur:

The model first computes GRF1z and RRF1z. GRF1z is computed as a

function of X and Y coordinates of RRF1 based on DEM:

RRF1x RREx + Lb

RRF1y=RREy A8-52.

then, the model computes RRF1z using fill slope grade, gf, and Lb:

RRF1z = RREz - gfLu A853.

If GRF1z <RRF1z, the fill area is computed as follows:

Fill Area = Lb(RRF1z - GRF1z)/2 A8-54.

If GRF1z = RRF1z, there is no cut occurs.

If GRF1z > RRF1z, it stops the iteration and computes the total fill area.

The fill area of the next subsections is computed using the same method.

Case 2: If GREz <RREz, the following three sub cases occur:
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If GRF1z < RRF1z, the fill area is computed as follows:

Fill Area L5b(RREz-GREz)/2 +L5b(RRF]z-GRF]z)/2 A8-55.

If GRF1z = RRF1z, there is no cut occurs.

If GRF1z > RRF1z, it stops the iteration and computes the total fill area.

Penalty Costs on Fill Slopes:

If h1 is greater than the maximum fill slope height, Maxhj, the model first

considers increasing the grade of the fill slope, gj, to a user-defined value of

maximum grade, Maxgj. If h1 becomes less than or equal to Maxhj, the model locates

the fill slope as described above. After increasing the fill slope, if hf is still greater

than Maxh1, the model considers constructing retaining wall. To compute cost of the

wall, as a penalty cost, the model first computes the total wall volume, Vwaii, and

multiples it by a user-defined unit cost of the wall, Cwaii in cubic meters. The model

used the T-shape cantilever wall illustrated in Figure A8-14. In this figure, steam

height, H, is computed as follows:

= (GREz-RREz)-D A8-56.

The retaining wall is also considered as a penalty cost when the distance from

fill slope catch point to the stream channel is less than the required stream distance.
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APPENDIX 9. Earthwork Volume

The earthwork volume is estimated using the average end-area method

(Hickerson, 1964). This method is generally used in the field of forest road design

due to its simplicity. The average end-area method tends to overestimate the volume

(Hickerson, 1964). The length of the road stage between two consecutive cross

sections must be kept adequately short to compute the earthwork volume more

accurately particularly in rough and mountainous terrain, where the type of the cross

sections change rapidly along the roadway. The model locates the cross sections at

more frequent intervals (about 6 meters) to reduce this error. If the road stage is a

transition stage in which the ground profile changes from cut to fill or fill to cut, the

net volume is computed using the respective cut and fill designation. It is assumed

that the earthwork allocation within the same road stage is made at no extra cost.

The net earthwork volume (Vnet) between two cross sections (p and p+l) is

computed by multiplying the distance between stations (Lr) by the average of the end

cross section areas. If the road stage is cut (or fill) stage, Vnet is (Hickerson, 1964):

A + A +1
Vnei A9-1.

Lr

where A and are the areas of the cross sections at station points p and p+1,

respectively. When going from a cut and fill cross section to through cut or through

fill cross section at the next road station, the model determines the run-out distance.

Figure A9- 1 indicates the typical road stage where cross sections are going from cut

and fill to through cut. In this figure, Lfihl is fill run-out distance, Acutj is the cut area



Figure A9-1. Earthwork Volume: cut and fill section to through cut section.

at station point p+i, and AJlll and Acute are fill and cut areas at station pointP'

respectively. The fill run-out distance is (Lecklider et al., 1971):

Ajulip Ljw

Ajilip + Acutp +1 Lr

AJlllpLr
Lfihl -

(Ajilip + Acutp + i)

The model computes cut volume (V) and fill volume (Vfihl) at the road stage

as follows (Lecklider et al., 1971):

vcut =
(Acutp + Acutp + i)Lr

2

AJlllpLflhl
Vfihl =

3

A9-2.

A9-3.

A9-4.
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then, net volume (cut) Vnet = V1 - Vj. When going from through fill cross section to

through cut cross section at the next road station or vice versa, the model determines

the cut run-out and fill run-out distances, (Figure A9-2) (Lecidider et al., 1971):

AfihlpLr
Lfiu =

(Afihip + Acut +i)

The model computes V, and Vfihl in Equation A9-7 and A9-8. If Vc> Vfihl

there is cut, and if < Vfihl there is fill. Otherwise, there is no cut or fill.

vcut =
Acutp +

Figure A9-2. Earthwork Volume: through fill to through cut section.

A9-6.

A9-7.

A9-8.

3

VfihI=
AfihlpLflhl

Acut + iLr
=

(Acutp +1+ Afihip)
A9-5.
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Figure AlO. Maximum offtracking on a horizontal curve.
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APPENDIX 10. Offtracking around the Horizontal Curve

When traveling around the horizontal curve, the rear wheels of the vehicles do

not track in the same path as the front wheels, which is called offtracking. To

accommodate the offtracking of the rear wheels, extra road width is required on the

inside of the curve (Figure A 10). The required curve widening depends on various

factors such as vehicle dimensions, curve radius, and the central angle of the curve.

To predict offtracking, the model employs an empirical method, developed by

USDA Forest Service to provide the designers with quick, easy, and relatively



accurate results. The following formulation used in the model (Cain and Langdon,

1982):

(-O.O15&+O.216)O.T.=(R_R2_L2)[1_exp L

where 0. T. is total vehicle offtracking, zl is the central angle in degree, R is radius at

the centerline of the roadway, and L is the length of tractor plus trailer. The length of

tractor is computed in Equation A 10-2 based on the length of the wheel base of a

vehicle unit, L:

L = Li2 - L22 + L32 A10-2.

where L1 is wheel base of the tractor, L2 is the length of the stinger measured from the

middle of the tractor rear duals to the end of the stinger, and L3 is bunk to bunk

distance minus the length of the stinger.

A 10-1.
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APPENDIX 11. Clearing the Middle Ordinate Distance for SSD

The general rule of the safe stopping distance around a horizontal curve is that

the middle ordinate distance, Ms, must be visually clear, so that the available safe

stopping distance is sufficient for the driver's line of sight (Figure 11-1). The

AASHTO (1990) standards require that a driver should be able to see from an eye

height of 1070 millimeters (about 3.5 feet) and stop before hitting an object of 150

millimeters (about 0.5 feet) at the mid-ordinate. On forest roads, 600 millimeters

(about 2 feet) of object height at the middle ordinate point is generally used. In the

model, the designer defines the object height, h0bJ (Kramer, 1993).

The model first computes the height of the cut slope at the middle ordinate

point by calculating the difference between ground elevation at the mid-point, Zg,

and road surface elevation at middle curve point, Zr,. Equation Al 1-1 is used to

compute Zr, based on the elevation at the beginning point of the curve, PCz1j, curve

length Lh1, and road grade around the curve, Gc1 (Figure A10-1).

Zr = PCz1.j + Gc.1(Lh11/2) Al 1-1.

The ground elevation at the middle ordinate point is computed as a function of

its X, and Y, coordinates based on DEM data. The model computes and Y,

coordinates based on the coordinates of the beginning point (PCx1 and PCy1) and

ending point (PTx1 and PTy1) of the curve as follows:

X, PCx1j + (PTx1- PCx1)/2

= PCyj + (PTy1- PCyj)/2 Al 1-2.
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Figure Al 1-1. Clearing the middle ordinate distance for SSD.

If cut slope height is higher than h0bJ, the model lays back cut slope from road

edge to the driver's line of sight to provide minimum safe stopping distance. In order

to layback the cutslope, the horizontal distance of M from each station point, p, to the

line of sight is computed (Figure Al 1-2).

Lhi- 1/2

PT1
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Figure Al 1-2. Computing M distances.

The model first computes the angle u = 90 - (4/2 - d/2), then, the formulation

of o, is simplified as follows:

= 90 - d/2 -

a,=N2-pd All-3.

In Figure Al 1-1, h can be computed by using following equalities:

h = sin(z.t/2 - (pdf2))a All-4.

h = cos(cr)M All-S.

Cross Sections
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If Equation 11-4 and 11-5 are combined with respect to liZ,, in order to compute

M as follows:

sin(4/2 - (pd/2))a = cos(a)M

sin(A / 2 (pd / 2))ap
M-

cos(ap)

In the first station point, a1 is equal to user defined value of chord distance,

C. The model computes the a2 using Equation Al 1-7 based on the specific

geometric conditions in Figure Al 1-3.

a2 = 2cos(d/2)C All-7.

Then, a general formula of a for the rest of the station points along the curve

is developed. Figure Al 1-4 shows the elements of the formulation used to computea

d/2

a2/2

I

180-d

a2

d/2

a2/2
p=2

All-6.

Figure Al 1-3. a2 distance between PC and the second station point on the curve.
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at station point three and following stations. The formulation for a at the 3rd, the 4th,

and nth station points are developed as follows:

Station point 3 (p=3): a3 a2 + 2cos((p-1)d/2)C A11-8.

Station point 4 (p=4): a4 = a2 + 2cos((p-1)d/2)C Al 1-9.

Station point n (p=n): a2 + 2cos((n-1)d/2)C Al 1-10.

Figure Al 1-4. apr3 distance between PC and the third station point on the curve.

4 a1
I a3



APPENDIX 12. Clearing and Grubbing Limits

The first step in the road construction process is clearing the trees, brushes,

and stumps from the road right of way. The clearing and grubbing area (CAr) at road

stage r is computed based on the average clearing width of two consecutive stations

and the distance between these stations.

CAr = CWavrLr Al2-1.

where CWavr, average clearing width, is estimated as follows:

CVVavr =
CW+CW+i+4EW

2

Figure Al2 indicates the elements of clearing area. The model considers the

extra clearing width (EW) of 1.5 meters (about 5 feet) beyond the catch points to

assure that stumps and live tress will not fall off the cut bank and onto the road.

Figure Al2. Clearing and grubbing limits.

Al2-2.
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PLz = BVCz1 + G2L10 + (Aj(Li0)2/2Lv.j) Al 3-2.

Stations

Figure A13-l. The low point on the vertical (sag) curve.

A13-l.
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APPENDIX 13. Locating ditch relief culverts

The ditch relief culverts (skewed) are located on the low point of vertical

curves and at intervals on road grade to avoid erosion or slump failure due to the

trapped water migrating into the subgrade. Figure A13-1 indicates the graphical

illustration of locating the low point (PL) of a sag vertical curve. In this figure, PLz is

the elevation of PL, and L10 is the horizontal distance between beginning of the curve

and PL. L10 and PLz are computed as follows (Hickerson, 1964):



Figure A 13-2. Plan view of the culvert on the cut and fill cross section.
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After determining locations of the culverts, the model estimates the culvert

length, L. It is required that there is at least 0.3-meter (about 1 foot) fill over the top

of the culvert inlet. Besides, the slope of the culvert flow line, g, must be at least 2%

to prevent sediment and debris from accumulating inside the culvert barrel. The

model considers a maximum slope of the flow line, Mwcgfl (e.g. 45%) to help disperse

erosive energy of the falling water on the downspouts. Maximum culvert length,

MwcL is also considered to provide continues water movement through the culvert.

The formulation is presented for a culvert located on a sample cut and fill cross

section (Figure A13-2). The culverts are skewed by a user-defined angle to efficiently

direct the water into the culvert entrance and reduce debris blockage of the culvert

inlet. In the model, the perpendicular distance (Lper) at the road cross section is used

Y
A

Catch Basin

Cut Roadbed Fill4- Slope Width Slope
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as a reference for a culvert location, then, the final culvert length is computed based

on this perpendicular distance and skew angle:

L = Lper/cos(Skew) A13-3.

In calculating the culvert length, the model considers two possible scenarios:

Scenario 1: The model locates the culvert as shown in Figure A13-3. In this figure,

RRFiast is the catch point at the fill slope, and RLD is the location of the ditch point. In

the previous sections, the formulations for the coordinates (X, Y, and Z) of these two

points are presented earlier. The model first computes Lper:

Lperc = (RRFXIaSt - RLDx)2 + (RRFYIaSI - RLDy)2 A13-4.

then, L is computed using equation A13-3. The model considers adding a user-

defined extra length of Lext into the culvert length beyond the fill. If L > MaxL,

z

Catch Basin
Centerline

Figure A13-3. Scenario 1: Geometry of a ditch relief culvert.

Fill
Slope

RLD RRFiast



model moves to the second scenario. Otherwise, it keeps the current culvert length

and computes gfl:

RLDz - RRFi

If g > Maxgfl, model moves to the second scenario. Otherwise, it saves the

current culvert length as the final length.

Scenario 2: If L > MaxL or g > Maxgfl in the first scenario, the model

locates the culvert as shown in Figure A 13-4. In this figure, the slope of the flow line

is 2%, CP is the catch point of flow line at the fill slope, Lh is the distance between

z

Cut
Slope

Catch Basin
Centerline

Lper

RBW
cp,J

Lh

Figure A13-4. Scenario 2: Geometry of a ditch relief culvert.

Fill
Slope

gf%
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RLD RLE RRE CP RRFiast

gfl=
Lperc

A 13-5.
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ditch point and CP, l is the distance between right road edge and CP, and HL is the

length of the half-round culvert section attached below the outlet ofa relief culvert

outlet. In the previous sections, the formulations for the coordinates (X, Y, and Z) of

points RRE and RLD, and for ditch length (id) are presented earlier. The ground

elevation at CP can be computed using following equations:

CPz = RREz - lcpgf A 13-6.

CPz RLDz -L,O.O2 A 13-7.

where L, = 1d + RBW + l. l is formulated as follows:

= L, - - RBW A13-8.

then the following equality is derived using Equation A13-6 and A13-7:

RREz - lcpgf = RLDz -L,O.O2 A 13-9.

When l in Equation A 13-9 is replaced by its equality in Equation A 13-8, L,

can be stated as follows:

Lh
RREz - RLDz + (id + RBW)gj

gfO.02

then the model computes CPz using Equation A13-7 and Lper in Equation A13-1 1:

Lperc=J(RLD_Cp)2 +Lh2 A13-11.

Finally, the length of the half-round culvert section is computed as follows:

A13-1O.

HL= (CPZ - RRFzi)2 +
(CPZ - RRFZiast

2

A13-12.
gf I
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Figure A 13-5. Hand-placed riprap material.
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The model considers hand-placed riprap material on the catch basin and on the

downspout area (Figure A 13-5). The amount of rock is defined by the user. If the

culvert is placed close to the stream crossing, the model uses the machine-placed

method where the rocks are dumped on the fill slope area and on the downspout. The

model computes the volume of the machine-placed riprap based on the dimensions of

the fill slope and length of the road stage, Lr. It is assumed that the riprap material is

located along the roadway for a length of a road stage. Figure A 13-6 illustrates a

machine-replaced riprap installation on a road stage crossing a stream. In this figure,

w is user-defined width of the riprap material on the road template. The volume of

the riprap material is estimated using the average fill slope height of the road stage on

the both sides, hf] and hfl:

Vrr = Wr/if] + hfl)Lr A13-13.

where hf1 is computed by taking the average of left fill height of two consecutive road

stations while h is the average of right fill height of these stations.

z
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Figure A13-6. Machine-placed riprap material.
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APPENDIX 14. Surfacing Cost Components

The model computes required amount of surfacing material based on the

dimension of the road section and estimated surfacing depth. The quantity of the

traction surface material and base course is computed separately. Figure A14

illustrates the road surfacing elements of a sample road stage located between two

identical consecutive cross sections. In this figure, RW is road width (travel way),

TSW is the surfacing width at the bottom of the traction surface (or at the top of the

base course), g (e.g. 1:1) is the side slope of the surface material, and and hb are

the height of the traction surface and base course, respectively. and hb are

4 RW

.4 RBW

Figure A14. Elements of the aggregate surfacing.
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determined based on the soil type at the road stage. TSWat station pointp is

computed as follows:

TSW= RW+ 2(hJg) A14-1.

The following formulations are used to compute the cross section areas of the

traction surface (A) and base course (Abe):

= (RW + TSW)hJ2 A14-2.

Ab = (TSW + RBW)hb/2 A14-3.

then the quantity of the surfacing material for traction surface (Q) and base course

(Qbc) are computed as follows:

Q = Ah(1 + c) A14-4.

Qbc = Abchbc(1 + Cbc) A14-5.

where and Cbc are the compaction rate (in percent) of the material used for traction

surface and base course, respectively.

After estimating the quantity of the surfacing material, the model computes

components of the surfacing cost including rock purchasing or production cost,

hauling cost, processing costs (compacting, mixing, and placing) and testing cost. In

the model, it is assumed that the surfacing material is purchased from a local rock

sources. The purchasing cost, C (including loading cost), can be defined by the

designer based on the local economic data. If surface rock is obtained from natural

sources, the total cost of rock production involving drilling, shooting, ripping,

crushing, stockpiling, and loading can be estimated based on the local information,

and replace the purchasing cost.
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The hauling cost, Ch, is divided into fixed hauling cost and variable hauling

cost. The fixed hauling cost (u) per cubic meters is defined by the cost guide (USDA

Forest Service, 1999) considering truck size, approximate legal load limit, and delay

time. The variable hauling cost (uh) per cubic meters per kilometers based on round

trip haul distance and average truck speed (loaded and empty) is also provided by the

cost guide. The formulation of the total hauling cost is:

Ch = (Q + Qbc)(ufh + UvhDnjr) A146.

where D1 is the distance (in kilometers) to the local resources. It is assumed that the

hauling cost per cubic meters does not change by size of the rock hauled.

Processing of the surface material involves compacting, mixing, and placing

activities. The processing cost, Cpro, is computed by multiplying the sum of the basic

unit costs of these activities (un) by the total amount of surfacing material:

Cpro = + Qb) A 14-7.

The testing cost, C, is divided into fixed testing cost and variable testing cost.

The fixed cost per cubic meters of the surface material considered in the model is the

cost of the Los Angeles Abrasion (LAR) test (Pearce, 1974) for wear. In LAR test,

the suitability of the surfacing rock is tested in laboratories. The fixed testingcost

(Cft) is defined by the cost guide (USDA Forest Service, 1999). The variable testing

costs include gradation and Sand Equivalent (SE) test costs. These tests are applied to

make sure that the aggregate rocks are sufficiently durable and hard to resist

fracturing under tire loads. The variable costs per cubic meters are also obtained from

the cost guide. Therefore, the total testing cost is:
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Ct = Cft + u('Q + Qbc) A 14-8.

where u is the sum of the basic unit costs of the variable costs per cubic meters of

the surfacing material. Finally, the total surfacing cost, C, is formulated in the

following equation:

CSCp+Ch+Cpro+Ct A14-9.



APPENDIX 15. Seeding and Mulching Area

The seeding and mulching area (Afi) at road stage r is estimated based on the

average width of bare cut and fill slopes (CFWavr) of two consecutive stations and the

distance between these stations (Figure A15).

Asfm = CFWavrLr

where CF Wavr is estimated as follows:

CW CSW+CSW+i+FSW+FSW+1+4EW
avr -

2

where CSW and FSW are the lengths of the cut and fill slopes at station point p.

respectively. The model considers the extra clearing and grubbing width (EW) of 1.5

meters beyond the catch points.

EW

cSwp

EW

Seeding,
Fertilizing,
Mulching

Area

Figure A15. Seeding and mulching area.

p+1
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A 15-2.

FSW+1
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Figure A16-.1. Dynamic wheel load distribution on stinger type truck (loaded).
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APPENDIX 16. Vehicle Performance

The characteristics of the vehicle are defined by the designer during the data

preparation process. These characteristics include engine specifications (horsepower,

brake horsepower, and fuel consumption rate), vehicle weight (loaded and unloaded

gross weight), and tire data (width, diameter, tire slip, load factor, inflation rate,

maximum acceptable tire wear rate, and weight distribution).

The model computes the vehicle speed at the each road stage using tire

weight distribution, flywheel power, gross thrust, and total resistance. The tire weight

distribution of a sample truck (stinger type with trailer) is shown in Figure A 16-1

(Botha et al. 1977). In this figure, tire types are identified as steering wheels (S),

drivers (D), and trailers (I). The flywheel power data can be obtained from the engine

performance tables. The tractive force per tire is computed as follows (Mannering and

Kilareski, 1990):

F=pW 16-1.

Stinger Trailer
I

S D D T T

Loaded: 18900 N 18900 N 18900 N 18900N 18900N

Unloaded: 18900 N 8000 N 8000 N N/A N/A
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where F is gross thrust in Newton, W is the dynamic wheel load normal to soil

surface in Newton, and p is the coefficient of road adhesion. The coefficient of

adhesion for gravel forest road is about 0.36 (Sessions et al., 1986).

The total resistance includes grade resistance and rolling resistance. Air

resistance is excluded due to low speed of logging trucks traveling on low volume

forest roads. Grade resistance is computed based on the gross vehicle weight (GWin

kilogram), and road grade (G in percent) (Mannering and Kilareski, 1990):

RgGW(G) 162.

then the model computes the rolling resistance using the following equation

(Mannering and Kilareski, 1990):

Rr=GW(fr) 163.

where the coefficient of rolling resistance (f-) varies depending on the road surface

type. The vehicle uphill speed (V in meters per minute) is calculated based on

constant velocity, horsepower (pwr) and estimated tire slip (s) as follows:

V
60000pwr

(1+s)Rg+Rr

The limiting speed of the vehicle around the horizontal curve is computed

using Equation A3-1, considering vehicle weight, side friction force, centrifugal

force, curve radius, side friction coefficient, and super elevation. The vehicle

downhill speed (V in meters per minute) is determined using the engine brake

horsepower available (Bpwr):

V
60000Bpwr

(1 + s)
RgRr

16-4.

16-5.



Stations

Figure A16-2. Determining subsections using vehicle speed.
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where V must produce sufficient net thrust to overcome the sum of the resistances.

The vehicle speed also has to be less than or equal to the maximum design speed

defined by the designer.

After determining the vehicle speed for each road stage along the road section,

total road section is divided into the subsections in which the difference between the

highest and the lowest vehicle speed must be less than a user-defined increment

speed, (e.g. 85 meters per minute). For each subsection, the lowest vehicle speed

is assigned as the average vehicle speed of this subsection as indicated in Figure A16-

2, in which V2Vj< in the first subsection, V3-V1 in the second subsection,

and V3-V4 in the third subsection. The travel time is computed using the vehicle

speeds of three consecutive subsections, Vb, Vm, and Ve. The acceleration (AR) and

Speed (km/br)

A
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V4
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deceleration rates (DR) of the vehicle in meters per minute are used to compute

accelerating and decelerating time, respectively.

The model computes the travel time considering following cases:

Case 1: If Vb<Vm<Ve (Figure A 16-3), travel time (in minutes) in the beginning (tb)

subsection is computed as follows:

Ve

Vm

Vb

Lbtb = -
Vb

where Lb is length of the beginning subsection in meters. The model considers the

accelerating distance (AD) and time (AT) in the middle and ending subsections. The

accelerating distance in the middle subsection is (Mannering and Kilareski, 1990):

ITT 2 2

ADm
/Vm - b

V 2AR

Speed (kni/hr)

A

I Lb

ADm

Stations

Figure A16-3. Case 1: Determining travel time.

A16-6.

A 16-7.
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then, the model computes the accelerating time using the following equation

(Mannering and Kilareski, 1990):

ATm
/2ADm

VAR

The total travel time for the middle subsection is computed using the

following equation:

LmADm
tm = ATm +

Vm

In the ending subsection, the accelerating distance (ADe) and time (ATe) is

computed using the same manner in Equation 16-7 and 8, respectively.

Case 2: If Vb<Vm>Ve (Figure A16-4), travel time in the beginning and ending

subsections is computed using the same manner in Equation 16-6. The model

Speed (km/hr)

A

DDm
4 I

I I I

Vm

A16-8.

A16-9.

Vb

Ve

Lb

L

Figure A16-4. Case 2: Determining travel time.
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computes the travel time, considering accelerating and decelerating times (DTm) in

the middle subsection. The accelerating distance and time can be computed using the

same manner in EquationAl6-7 and 16-8. The decelerating distance is:

1112 Ti 2
DDm = /

ye - Vm

V 2DR

then, the decelerating time is computed as follows (Mannenng and Kilareski, 1990):

DTm
/2DDm

VDR

Finally, the total travel time for the is computed using the following equation:

LmADmDDm
tm = ATm + DTm +

Vb + Vm + Ve
Vm

3

Vm

If ADm + DDm > Lm, then the model computes a new speed as follows:

A16-10.

A16-11.

A16-12.

A 16-13.

then, it repeats the computation of total travel time using this new speed, Vm.

Case 3: If Vb>Vm>Ve (Figure A16-5), travel time in the ending subsection is computed

using the same manner in Equation 16-6. The model computes the travel time in both

beginning and middle subsections using the same manner in Equation 16-10 to 16-13.

Case 4: If Vb>Vm<Ve (Figure A 16-6), travel time in the middle subsections is

computed using Equation 16-7. The model considers the decelerating distance and

time in the beginning subsection (Equation A16-10 and 16-1 1), while the accelerating

distance and time is computed in the middle subsection (Equation A16-7 and 16-8).
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Figure A16-5. Case 3: Determining travel time.
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In the model, when a truck travels from the beginning point of the road to the

landing, it is assumed that the exiting vehicle speed is equal to zero, while the

entering speed equal to the speed at the first subsection. When a truck travels from the

landing to the beginning point, the entering speed becomes zero and exiting speed is

equal to the speed at the first subsection.
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APPENDIX 17. Vehicle Cost Calculation

The machine rate is usually divided into ownership, operating, and labor costs

(Sessions, 1992). The ownership costs includes actual equipment purchase cost (new

or used), salvage value, depreciation costs, the cost of interest or opportunity cost,

insurance premium, property tax, and license and storage fees of the equipment.

Operating costs include the cost of fuel, lube and oil, equipment maintenance and

repair, and tire replacement. Labor costs components include wages, draws, and

salaries, social security, federal unemployment insurance, state unemployment

insurance, workmen's compensation, health insurance, and labor burden factor. In the

data preparation section, the designer defines these cost components basedon the

local economic data. In the model, the fuel cost and tire cost are computed separately

based on fuel consumption rate and tire wear rate, respectively. The machine rate is

computed using the following procedure of straight-line method:

Ownership Costs:

Initial Purchase Price, P

Salvage Value, S (e.g. some % of P)

Economic Lifein year, N

Straight-line Depreciation, D:

D=(P-S)/N 17-1.

Scheduled Machine Hour, SMH (e.g. 2000 hr.)

Productive Machine Hour, PMH:

PMH = SMH(1+ Utilization) 17-2.
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Average Annual Investment, AAJ:

AAI = [((P-S)(N+1))/(2N)]+S 17-3.

Interest Rate or Rate of Opportunity Cost, r (e.g. 12 %)

Property Tax Rate, T,. (e.g. 3%)

Insurance Rate, Jr (e.g. 3%)

Interest per year = rAAI

Property Tax per year = T,AAI

Insurance per year = ITAAI

Total Ownership Cost (Depreciation + Interest + Tax + Jnsurance)/SMH

Operating Costs:

Percent of Equipment Depreciation for Maintenance and Repair, d,.

Maintenance and Repair Cost per SMH = (dD)/SMH

Total Operating Cost = Maintenance and Repair Cost/SMH

Labor Costs:

Hourly Wages per SMH

Labor Burden Factor in percent, LB

Total Labor Cost = Hourly Wages(1+ LB)

Fuel and Tire Costs:

First, the following equation is used to compute the energy delivered to the

wheels by the engine, Ye in horsepower-hour (Botha et al. 1977):

Ye=
LFLr

274390
17-4.
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where LF is the total longitudinal force at the wheels, Lr is the length of the road

stage, and 274390 is used to convert meter-kilogram to horsepower-hour.

The fuel consumption of the vehicle is computed by multiplying the engine

energy output by the user-defined value of the fuel consumption rate in liter per

horsepower-hour. Then, the model computes the fuel cost using the current price of

the fuel per liter. In the model, it is assumed that the tire wear does not greatly vary

depending on the road grade. Therefore, the amount of tire wear is estimated by

multiplying the maximum acceptable tire wear rate (in cubic millimeter per meter) by

the length of the road stage. The model computes the tire wear cost using the

adequate price of the tire per cubic millimeter based on the local economic data.
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APPENDIX 18. Road Sediment Delivery Prediction

The model adopts the equations used in the SEDMODL, estimating average

annual volume of sediment delivered to a stream from the road segments, (Boise

Cascade Corporation, 1999). When the designer interprets the results of sediment

predictions, there are number of limitations of the model that should be kept in mind.

It is assumed that all roads are in-slope with ditch, and roads are over two years old.

The model tends to over-predict the sediment predictions if the attribute data (stream,

soil etc.) is not accurate and road template information (road length, cut slope, etc.)

are incomplete.

The average annual volume of sediment delivered to a stream from each road

segment is estimated using the formulations developed depending on the empirical

relationships between road surfacing, road use, road template, road grade, vegetative

cover, and delivery of eroded sediment to the stream channel (Beschta 1978, Reid and

Dunne 1984, and WDNR 1995). Total sediment delivered from each road segment in

tons per year is predicted from two road sediment sources; road tread and cutslope:

Tread Sediment = GErSfTJGfPJDfLrRW

Cutsiope Sediment = GErCSjhcDjLr A 18-1.

where GEr is geological erosion rate in kilogram per cubic meter per year, S is tread

surfacing factor, Tf is traffic factor, Gf is road grade factor, Pf is precipitation factor,

Df is delivery factor, Lr is length of the road segment in meter, RW is road width in

meter, CSf is cutslope cover factor, and h is cutslope height in meter. The values for
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the variables used in the formulation are obtained from the previous research and

listed in the data tables (Boise Cascade Corporation, 1999).

Geological Erosion Rate:

The geological erosion rate is determined based on the geologic information

such as dominant lithology and age. Table A18 indicates some of the erosion rates

listed in SEDMODL documentation (Boise Cascade Corporation, 1999) for

1:5000,000 scale geologic maps of Idaho, Washington, and Oregon (Bond and Wood

1978, Huntting et al. 1961, Walker and MacLoed 1991).

Table A18. Geologic erosion rates based on lithology and age.

Delivery Factor:

The sediment model computes the erosion delivery factor for each road stage

based on the proximity of roads to streams (WDNR 1995). It is assumed that a road

Geologic Age of Formation

Lithology Quatemary Tertiary Mesozoic Paleozoic Precambrian

Basalt

Andesite

Ash

Tuff

15

15

50

50

15

15

50

50

30

30

50

30

30

30

50

30

30

30

50

30
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Figure A18. Determining stream distance.
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segment that deliver directly to streams results a delivery factor of 1 (i.e. at stream

crossings). A road segment within 30 meters and 60 meters of a stream results a

delivery factor of 35 percent and 10 percent, respectively (i.e. at roads parallel to

streams). The road segments that are located further than 60 meters do not deliver

sediment to streams (i.e. sediment do not reach the stream).

The stream distance between a road stage and the closest stream point is

determined based on the stream data in attribute file. The model first locates the

coordinates of the middle point of the road stage under consideration. Then it

computes the horizontal distances from this point to the stream points listed on the

attribute data file, and keeps the shortest distance as the stream distance. Figure A 18
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indicates the elements of stream distance from a road stage r, located between two

consecutive station point, p-i and p.

The model first computes the coordinates of the middle point of the road stage,

m, based on angle of 9, and X and V coordinates of the station points:

Xm = Xp-i+Lrcos(Q)/2

Yrn=Yp-iLrsin()/2 A18-2.

The distances from middle point to the stream points are computed. Following

equation indicates a sample stream distance computation for stream point s:

L5 = - Xm)2 (Vs Vm)2 A18-3.

then, it compares all the stream distances (i.e. L2, Lj, L, L+j etc.) and keeps the

shortest one. In the case illustrated in Figure A18, the stream distance is L since it is

the shortest stream distance.

Other Factors:

The sediment model provides the user with the surfacing factors of various

surface types based on the previous research. The surfacing factors of gravel, pitrun,

and native surface used in the model are 0.2, 0.5, and 1, respectively (WDNR 1995).

Traffic factors of various road classes are listed in the road class table. The data on

this table are obtained from average measurements taken during road erosion

inventory studies (Reid and Dunne 1984 and WDNR 1995). In this table, traffic

factors of primary, secondary, and spur roads are 10, 2, and 1, respectively. The road

slope factors are assigned to each road stage based on the road grade. For road stages



with grade of less than 5 percent, 5 to 10 percent, and greater than 10 percent, the

road grade factors are 0.2, 1, and 2.5, respectively (Reinig et al. 1991). In the model,

precipitation factor is computed using the following formula based on the average

annual precipitation in the basin,

Pf= Paw
O.8

150mm

Pavr in millimeters (Reid, 1981):

A 18-4.

The cutsiope cover factor as percent of vegetative or rock cover on cutsiopes

are also included into the sediment prediction equation based on the local conditions

on the watershed (WDNR 1995). Road width, length of the road stage, and cutslope

height in the model is computed based on the road template information.
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APPENDIX 19. Optimizing Vertical Alignment

In the model, vertical alignment is optimized using the simulated annealing

technique, which is easy to implement and it provides the designer with a good

quality/near optimal solution. There are a number of generic decisions that must be

done implementing this method to solve a specific problem. These decisions include

the initial temperature (t0), the cooling rate (a?), and the stopping condition. In most of

the combinatorial optimization problems, maximum number of iterations is defined as

a stopping condition, an initial temperature determined by a few experiments, and a

geometric cooling rate of 0.95 usually provides reasonable solutions (Reeves, 1993).

In the model, a trial road alignment generated by tracing the possible path

using the computer cursor on the 3D image of the terrain is used as the initial

solution, SO. Then, the model generates an alternative road alignment by changing the

elevation of the initial solution in a randomly selected control point by a specified

value (e.g. ± 0.5 meters) within the elevation range of the control points. If this new

alignment obeys all the geometric and environmental constraint, it is kept by the

model as new feasible solution, . Otherwise, the model generates other alternatives

till finding a feasible solution. Figure A19 indicates the description of simulated

annealing method implemented in the model. In this figure, nrep is the user-defined

number of iteration before adjusting the temperature, and x is a random number

between 0 and 1.



Generate an Initial
Solution, s0

V

Select an Initial
Temperature, t0, and

cooling rate, a

Figure A19. Flow of the simulated annealing method.
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Figure A20. Elements of a turnout geometry.
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APPENDIX 20. Turnout Design Geometry

Turnouts are used for vehicle passage on one-lane, two-direction roads. In the

model, they are located on the right or left side of the tangents where the terrain

allows. In the common practice, turnouts have to be intervisible with a maximum

road distance of 300 meters between turnouts (AASHTO, 1990). In shorter spur

roads, it is not very important that the turnouts are intervisible because speeds are

reduced, and most logging operations use citizen band radio communications. Typical

turnout dimension geometry is shown in Figure A20 (AASRTO, 1990). In this figure,

LTO is the length of turnout, LTL is the transition length, and WTO is the turnout width.

The turnout should be at least 3 meters in width and 15 meters long with a 7-meter

transition at each end.

Road
Centerline

4-LTL LTO LTL




